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Summary
Supersonic nozzles have many applications in the aerospace industry, including high-speed
military and combat jets, rocket nozzles and missiles. The traditional Convergent Divergent
(CD) nozzle is a relatively simple devise used commonly among most jets and rocket nozzles.
Depending on the requirement of the thrust and its applications, the geometrical conguration
of the nozzle varies.
The shape of the nozzle is key to the expansion process, and plays a vital part towards
designing the ow to minimise the thrust lost. It is crucial during engine performance the
thrust generated by expanding the exhaust gas retains its maximum potential.
When gas is expanded through a CD nozzle supersonically, the ow undergoes many forms
of unique phenomena, including ow separation, unsteadiness, ow mixing, turbulence, Shock
Induced Boundary Layer (SIBL) separation and Mach Shock Diamonds. Some of these phe-
nomena lead to energy loss, thereby reducing the overall thrust generated by the nozzle. The
thrust loss due to shock waves and boundary layer separations generated internally in the nozzle
region remains poorly understood, hence failed to reach maximum potential of an engine.
To reach its functional potential, the design of an exhaust nozzle serves two main purposes.
Firstly, to control engine exit pressure to reach to ideal design conditions, which could be
achieved by varying the Nozzle Area Ratio (NAR), the area of the nozzle exit over that of
nozzle throat. Secondly, to convert the potential energy of the expanding gas into kinetic
energy eciently.
In this research, two nozzle congurations, with two symmetric and two asymmetric geom-
etry shapes are investigated. In order to investigate the inuence of an asymmetric geometry
shape over symmetric on nozzle performance, contraction angles at the throat of the divergent
section to the symmetric geometry shape is introduced. The numerical analysis is focused on
the inuence of the nozzle geometry, the NAR and Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR) on the ow
properties downstream (divergent section) and the external (jet plume) region of the nozzle.
The main focus of this research is on nozzles operating at a high NPR to investigate the for-
mation of the jet plume shocks and direction of the expanding gas of the asymmetric nozzle
shapes.
The two symmetric model congurations, NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66, have a divergent angle at
the throat of 2.801 and 3.89 degrees respectively. The two asymmetric geometry congurations,
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NAR 1.14 and 1.21, consists a divergent angle of 2.801 degrees at the throat with contraction
angle variations in the divergent section. The asymmetric nozzle NAR 1.14 is comprised of two
contraction variations angles of 29.64 and 2.801 degrees at the bottom wall, while NAR 1.21
consists of two contraction angle variations of 8 and 15 degrees at the top and bottom walls of
the nozzle, respectively.
ANSYS CFX is used to solve time-dependent RANS (Reynolds Average Navier Stokes)
equations for the supersonic two dimensional (2D) nozzle ow, together with the Shear Stress
Transport (SST) turbulence model. Capturing the boundary layer ow characteristics under
strong adverse pressure gradients is of particular interest of separated ows. The SST model has
transcended in performance that captures the instability characteristics such as Lambda shock
waves, Reection and Incident shocks, as well as boundary layer separation, re-circulation
zones, shear layer stresses caused by strong adverse pressure gradients accurately.
The NPR for both symmetric and asymmetric are varied between 1.27 - 12 under sea-level
conditions. In the rst stage of the numerical simulation, the ow characteristics under low
NPRs (1.27 - 2.4) are tested to investigate the internal ow separations and shocks. The second
stage of the numerical simulation focusses on nozzle operating at higher NPRs varying between
3.4 - 12.0 to investigate the jet ow patterns at the plume regions and deection properties.
The NAR is varied to investigate the gas ow direction and speed, for the asymmetric nozzle
in Underexpanded conditions at high NPRs. Computational results obtained under low NPRs
between 1.27 - 2.4 for symmetric models NAR 1.5, 1.66 is closely validated with the results
presented by Xiao, et al solved for Mach numbers for separation of the supersonic ow, for
models NAR 1.5 [31] and NAR 1.66 [32]. Internal nozzle ow separation, boundary layer
separation and Lambda shocks under adverse pressure gradients were further veried with the
computational results presented under low NPRs Xiao, et al [31], [32].
Investigation carried among the two symmetric nozzle geometries (NAR 1.21 and 1.14) at
low NPRs, the internal shock patterns have taken a dierent structure for asymmetric model,
NAR 1.21. Typical Lambda shocks associated to internal ow separation was not observed for
the asymmetry type model, NAR 1.21 consisting contraction angles at both top and bottom
walls. At high NPRs, the Mach contour values of the asymmetric nozzle, NAR 1.21 is slightly
less than of asymmetric model NAR 1.14. However, overall the asymmetric nozzle type, NAR
1.21 have produced Mach numbers lesser in value than of symmetric models for a given NPR.
The asymmetric type, NAR 1.14 generated the highest Mach number values when the nozzle
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is highly Underexpanded. The shock waves become more enlarged as the nozzle pressure is
increased for a given distance of the jet plume region, of the asymmetric models in comparison
to the symmetric nozzles. The size of the Mach disks and the free jet boundary tend to increase
with the increase of NPR for both symmetric and asymmetric models. Mach disk diameters
are high in asymmetric nozzles in comparison to symmetric models in high Underexpanded
conditions. When varying the divergent section of the asymmetric nozzles, the ow path is
vectored away from the axis line at high NPRs. The ow is signicantly oset in the desired
direction and is considerably dierent from the traditional Mach Diamond shock patterns
observed in symmetric nozzle shapes at the jet plume region.
Asymmetric nozzle geometries have a major contribution towards the size of the Mach
disks and Diamond shock patterns within the jet plume region. This variation observed in
asymmetric nozzle, where contraction angles are introduced to both top and bottom nozzle
walls, could be implemented to direct the exhaust ow in the desired path in a jet nozzle
during sharp turns. Another possible suggestion would be on a missile nozzle congurations,
the variation on both top and bottom walls may enhance to vector the thrust when navigating
through parabolic trajectories. Varying the angle of the top and the bottom walls has a
signicant eect on the exhaust ow direction. This could be implemented in future high
speed nozzle designs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General Overview of the Problem and Motivation
The Convergent Divergent (CD) nozzle is a major deign conguration within a jet propulsion
system that plays a vital role for a vehicle operating under supersonic conditions. The shape
of the nozzle is critical for designing a nozzle conguration for high speed aircrafts to minimise
thrust loss and expand the exhaust gas supersonically to maximise its potential. Performance of
the vehicle predominately depends on the conguration of the divergent section, which ensures
that the direction of the escaping gases is directly backwards, as any sideways components
would not contribute to thrust.
The gas is expanded through a CD nozzle from subsonic to supersonic conditions, the ow
under goes many forms of unique phenomena that increase the kinetic energy including ow
separation, unsteadiness, ow mixing, Shock Induced Boundary Layer (SIBL) separation and
Mach shock Diamonds. Some of these phenomena may lead to pressure loss, thereby reduce
the overall thrust generated by the nozzle. Additionally when the ow of the nozzle is either
Overexpanded or Underexpanded, the loss in thrust due to Mach shock Diamonds makes the
nozzle less ecient [16, 21, 25, 31]. Past investigations have shown that ow phenomena
occurring internally (shocks and ow separations) and externally (Mach shock Diamonds) to
the nozzle still carry many performance draw backs which remain unsolved.
To reach its functional potential the design of an exhaust nozzle serves two main purposes.
First, it controls engine back pressure to reach ideal design conditions, which is accomplished
through nozzle area variations. Second, the design converts potential energy of the expanding
1
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gas to kinetic energy by accelerating the exhaust gas, which accomplished by eciently expand-
ing the gases to the ambient pressure [16]. To obtain a maximum thrust at a given pressure
ratio, theoretically the exit pressure should be equal to the external ambient pressure. For a
vehicle operating at a constant pressure, the gas can be expanded for the design conditions
only at one altitude, which is unrealistic to maintain in real operating environments.
Majority of the past literature is focused on internal ow instabilities. The limited focus
has been on the ow properties of the divergent section (internal ow) of an symmetric nozzle
shapes [19],[20],[21],[25], [28],[27],[31],[32],[33]. Little focus has been given towards the instabil-
ities associated with the jet plume region (external region) and Mach Diamond Shocks under
higher NPRs (Underexpanded condition). The ow characteristics associated with an asymmet-
ric geometry conguration under supersonic conditions has been less favorable in past, hence
focus onto this project is initiated. Most literature on experimental and computational studies
carried out by varying the NARs of the nozzle have been performed in typical conventional CD
nozzles under low NPRs [19],[31],[32],[33]. Possible optimisations that could be made at the
conceptual level through initial geometry design congurations were identied and investigated
during this project. Flow expanding through an asymmetric nozzle and its inuences on the
ow properties downstream is focused.
The project mainly focuses on emphasising the design optimisations of the nozzle geometry,
hence the outcomes towards eciency of the expanding exhaust gas and thrust properties.
Varying the nozzle divergent angle, the exit contraction angle and the NAR are some of the
possible design congurations to the divergent section of the traditional CD nozzle. The
symmetric and asymmetric models are simulated for both low (1.27 - 2.7) and high (3.4 - 12.0)
NPRs at sea-level conditions.
The geometry variations made at the divergent section of the nozzle is analysed which may
help to reduce internal characteristics of the nozzle ow, boundary layer separation, shock
induced separation and reverse ow, separation bubbles when exhaust gas is expanded to
supersonic conditions.
1.2 Model Basis and Problem Approach
The model basis is developed to improve the divergent ow properties. This include the internal
and external ow characteristics inuenced by the changes with the geometry associated. The
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design congurations of the divergent section of the CD nozzle are motivated by a few factors,
which are the loss in thrust, ow properties of the expanding gas, asymmetric geometry study
and lack of research conducted under supersonic ow conditions.
In this thesis, a total of four model cases were studied, with two symmetric and two asym-
metric models. The four model shapes are shown in the Figure 1.1. As illustrated in Figure
1.1(1a), the nozzle shape is a traditional symmetric CD nozzle with a divergent angle of 2.801
degrees. The shape of the Model 1a (NAR 1.5) is based on the nozzle geometry congura-
tion investigated under supersonic condition for NAR varying between 1.0 - 1.8 in the literature
[28],[31],[33].
In this thesis, Model 1a (NAR 1.5) is used as a base model. Asymmetry (See Figure
1.1(b) and Figure 1.1(c) introduced to the base model is to understand the issue of reduction
in internal ow separation and shock generation and establish some new design congurations
to increase the Mach numbers of the ow downstream and deection of the expanding gas.
Based on dimensions described in [28],[31],[33], a base CD nozzle geometry shape, NAR 1.5 is
chosen with a divergent length of 117 mm and throat height of 22.9 mm. Convergent length
of the nozzle is 150 mm from the throat of the nozzle. Using these dimensions as consistent
lengths for all models, the divergent angle at the throat and a contraction angle variation at
the top and bottom walls were introduced. A detail description of the geometrical parameters
selected for the four nozzle congurations are presented in Chapter 4.
To analyse the design at a conceptual level, geometry of the divergent section of the base
model NAR 1.5 nozzle (see Model 1a (NAR 1.66), Figure 1.1(1a)) are subjected to three
approaches.
(1) Symmetric type : Increasing the divergent angle from 2.801 degrees to 3.89 degrees [31]
(see Model 1b, Figure 1.1(1b)).
(2) Asymmetric type : Introducing contraction angles at the bottom wall at distances of
l1 and l2 of the divergent section, while keeping the divergent angle at the throat unchanged
(see Model 2 (NAR 1.14), Figure 1.1(2)).
(3) Asymmetric type : Introducing contraction angles at the top and bottom walls at
distances of l3 and l4 of the divergent section, while keeping the divergent angle at the throat
unchanged (see Model 3 (NAR 1.21), Figure 1.1(3)).
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Figure 1.1: Geometry set-up: Model 1a (NAR 1.5), Model 1b (NAR 1.66), Model 2 (NAR
1.14), Model 3 (NAR 1.21).
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The idea behind the introduction of the asymmetry at Model 2 and Model 3 through
geometry variations to observe the changes in ow, hence investigate shock formations and
ow separations at the divergent and the outside of the jet plume region.
The asymmetry models introduced through contraction angles in this thesis not been pre-
viously investigated, neither experimentally nor computationally to the best of my knowledge.
The novel apparatus investigated during this study is distinct from all the other conventional
convergent-divergent nozzles, consequently contributes to the understanding of the rationale
between the internal and external ow structures and the nozzle geometry shapes.
1.3 Objective of the Study
This thesis investigate the relationship between the nozzle variations introduced at the di-
vergent section and the inuence of this variation towards expanding gas properties from a
traditional symmetric CD nozzle.
The primary focus is to study the inuence of asymmetry introduced through contraction
angles of the divergent section of the traditional CD nozzle. The following objectives are
focused:
The nozzle at high NPRs (3.4 - 12.0), the NAR of the traditional CD nozzle is varied
to investigate the shock wave structure and other ow parameters, such as Mach numbers,
the exhaust speeds of the jet ow, jet plume shocks, turbulent kinetic energies, ow velocity
proles and internal pressure variations of the symmetric and asymmetric nozzles. Varying
NAR through contraction angles at high NPRs and its inuence towards the nozzle exhaust
direction (jet deection angle) on asymmetric nozzle shapes is focused.
The nozzle at low NPRs (1.2 - 3.4), the contraction angles introduced to the divergent
section of the nozzle (two asymmetric models) is to understand the ow structure at the
divergent section of the nozzle. Asymmetry incorporated through parallel angle variations
(contraction angles) to the top and bottom walls is simulated into this study to observe the
internal shocks, ow separations. Trust loss in internal ow separation and shock formations
contribute signicantly towards reduction in velocity exiting the nozzle, hence, the this study
focuses on the ow characteristics associated with internal ow separation that occurs under
low NPRs, for asymmetric geometries. Further, as a key interest of this study, the formation
of internal shocks such as Lambda, Incident and Reection shocks in the asymmetric model
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shapes under low NPRs is focused.
Due to the complexity of the ow phenomena, the aim is to establish some sensible knowl-
edge about the degree of the inuence between above mentioned ow properties and its per-
formance on the asymmetric nozzle shapes, hence contribute some conceptual design ideas to
future nozzle research. It was outside of the scope of this research to test the validity of this
geometry variations (symmetric and asymmetric nozzles) through experimental analysis.
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1.4 Outline of the Thesis
The subsequent chapters of this thesis are organised as follows:
 Chapter 2 - Presents the physics behind the problem and the literature review of pre-
vious theoretical and experimental research conducted.
 Chapter 3 - Describes the governing equations of gas dynamics, including the Reynolds
Average Navier Stokes (RANS) equations. The chapter also discusses the nature of tur-
bulence and turbulence models used with the research industry including the fundamental
concepts behind the SST turbulence model.
 Chapter 4 - Presents the computational model set-up in ANSYS CFX, including the
geometry set-up, meshing, initial conditions, boundary and operating conditions and
other modelling parameters.
 Chapter 5 - Presents the comparison and discussion of the results for the traditional
convergent divergent model with asymmetric nozzle with dierent area ratios.
 Conclusion - Describes the conclusions arising out of the research.
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Chapter 2
A Literature Review on Fluid Flow
through a Nozzle
2.1 Flow through Covergent-Divergent Nozzle
Supersonic Convergent-Divergent (CD) nozzles are used not only on military jets but also in
rocket nozzles and signicantly on current high speed missiles. The purpose of a jet nozzle
is to convert thermal energy into kinetic energy to obtain high speed exhaust, and hence to
propel the expanded gas along the desired direction.
Nozzles come in a variety of shapes depending on the application. The contour of the
divergent section of a nozzle plays a crucial role in the expansion characteristics of the gas.
The convergent section is designed with a bigger volume to receive the maximum mass ow
into the nozzle. The ow is then compressed (total mass ow) at the throat and expanded to
reach its ideal condition, through the divergent section of the nozzle.
Most nozzles within the aerospace discipline have a convergence section to build-up pressure
that is from is highly heated exhaust gas accelerated from the combustion. To achieve the
optimum performance, the shape of the divergence section may be either contoured convergent
or divergent depending on the application. Some jet engines incorporate a simple convergent
type nozzle, which consists of a convergent end downstream. When the convergent type nozzle
is chocked some of the expansion takes place downstream in the jet wake [7]. Much of the gross
thrust, produced from the jet momentum with additional thrust from pressure will generate
an imbalance between the throat static pressure and atmospheric pressure. At high NPRs, the
exit pressure is greater than ambient pressure and the expansion take place downstream of the
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convergent nozzle, which is inecient [7]. The expansion taking place outside the nozzle is
improved using narrow convergent nozzle, which give high speed exhaust but reduced thrust,
where as wide convergent nozzles give lower speed but produce higher thrust [7].
In contrast to convergent type nozzles, jet engines incorporating a CD nozzle will allow most
of the expansion to take place inside of the nozzle to maximize the thrust [7]. The pressure
Figure 2.1: Typical Convergent-Divergent nozzle.
dierence between the exit pressure Pe, in some literature also known as the back pressure
P0 and the reservoir pressure (Pres) makes the ow move from subsonic region to supersonic
region through the nozzle (see Figure 2.1). This ow motion from convergent to divergent
section is achieved, when the exit pressure (downstream ow) lower than the inlet pressure.
A suitable correlation between NPR and NAR will expand the exhaust gas to supersonic ow
with minimum thrust loss.
High pressure is at the convergent chamber/resevior of the nozzle, and low pressure at the
exit of the nozzle. Here, we refer to the exit pressure (Pe) which is also the back pressure (P0)
as shown in Figure 2.1). The transformation of the ow, from subsonic to supersonic through
a typical CD nozzle as illustrated in Figure 2.1, 2.2 undergoes the following seven steps:
(a) Upon lowering the exit pressure, the ow starts increasing speed. The ow at the throat
and the divergent section is subsonic (see Figure 2.2(a)).
(b) On lowering the exit pressure further, the ow becomes Choked at the throat. The
maximum ow rate occurs at the throat. Flow at the divergent section decelerates and is still
9
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Figure 2.2: Graphical presentation of ow through a CD nozzle [3].
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subsonic. Further lowering the back pressure will no longer increase the speed across the throat
above Mach 1.0 (see Figure 2.2(b)).
(c) Lowering the exit pressure further accelerates the ow to supersonic speed in the diver-
gent section of the nozzle, while at the throat the ow is still at Mach 1. This ow acceleration
is terminated by the formation of a Normal shock created at the divergent section starting near
the throat. Further lowering the back pressure makes this Normal shock move away from the
throat downstream. The shock wave produces a near-instantaneous deceleration of the ow to
subsonic speed (see Figure 2.2(c)). The pressure rises instantaneously across the shock.
(d) The Normal shock wave sitting at the throat moves downstream due to the further
reduction of pressure and eventually reaches the exit of the nozzle, still remaining as a Normal
shock wave. The ow behind the Normal shock is subsonic (see Figure 2.2(d)).
(e) Lowering the exit pressure causes the Normal shock wave at the exit of the nozzle
to bend into the jet plume creating a complex ow pattern, with a mixture of subsonic and
supersonic ows. Normal shock wave will turn oblique at the exit of the nozzle wall. The shock
reects inward to the jet plume region contracts the jet, a condition known as Overexpansion
of the nozzle (see Figure 2.2(e)).
(f) Lowering the exit pressure further we obtain the ideal design condition, where ow is
uniformly supersonic. Continuous thrust is achieved, and the nozzle exit pressure is equal to
external ambient pressure. The ow remains supersonic in the exhaust plume and is shock free
(see Figure 2.2(f)).
(g) Lowering the exit pressure further generates a new imbalance between the exit pressure
of the nozzle and the ambient pressure. A new expansion waves forms at the nozzle exit, initially
turning the ow at the jet edges outward to the plume region and setting up a dierent type
of complex wave pattern. This condition is known as the Underexpansion of the nozzle (see
Figure 2.2(g)). The pressure falls across an expansion wave.
When the external ambient pressure is high (at low altitude), more energy is needed to
expand the gas. When more energy is provided to expand the gas the ow at the exit of the
nozzle over expands, and is forced back inward by the high pressure (ambient pressure) at the
exit of the nozzle. At high altitudes less energy is needed to expand the gas, as the ambient
pressure and temperature are much less than at sea-level conditions. Jet aircrafts cruise at very
high altitudes for this reason. Low pressure means higher speeds are achieved with minimum
fuel burn.
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Nozzle contours can also be designed for reasons other than for maximum thrust. Contours
(shapes) can be tailored to yield certain desired pressures or pressure gradients to minimise
ow separations. Military aircrafts ying above Mach 1.2 are categorised as supersonic jets.
See Table 2.1 for a description of some of the jet ghters and their maximum cruise speed [2].
Table 2.1: Jet aircrafts versus maximum Mach number.
Aircraft type Mach speed (Maximum)
F/A-18E Super Hornet (US) Mach 1.8+ at 12,190 m
Concorde (UK) Mach 2.05 at 60,000 ft
F-22 Rapter (US) Mach 2.25 at 24,000m
YF-23 Black Widow II(US) Mach 2+ at 65,000 ft
MiG-29 Super Fulcrum (Russia) Mach 2.3 at 59,060 ft.
F-14D Tomcat (US) Mach 2.34 at 58,000 ft
Su-30 MKI (India) Mach 2.35+ at 11,000 m
T-50 (Russia) Mach 2.45 at 17,000 m
F-15 Eagle (US) Mach 2.5 at 60,000 ft
MiG-25 Foxbat (Russia) Mach 2.8 at 118,900ft.
XB-70 Valkyrie (US) retired 1969 Mach 3.1+ at 21,000 m
MiG-25R Foxbat-B (Russia) Mach 3.2 at 123,524 ft
SR-71A Blackbird (US) Mach 3.2+ at 24,000 m
2.2 Exhaust Jet Plume and Shock Diamonds
Aerospace propulsion system devices operating at supersonic speeds such as supersonic jet en-
gines, next generation hypersonic ramjet and scramjets, rocket nozzles and supersonic missiles,
experience a form of repeating shock pattern known as Shock Diamonds (also known as Mach
Diamonds or Mach disks) at the jet plume of the nozzle. The exhaust gas pressure (exit pres-
sure Pe) at nozzle exit, being dierent from the atmospheric ambient pressure (Pa), generates
Mach shock patterns. They are unknown as Overexpanded and Underexpanded.
Overexpansion of the nozzle occurs when - Pe<Pa (see Figure 2.3)
Underexpansion of the nozzle occurs when - Pe>Pa (see Figure 2.4)
Under the two ow conditions Overexpanded or Underexpanded, the shocks generated in
both of these ow situations, some amount of thrust is lost and this reduces overall eciency
of the jet. When the exit pressure is lower than the ambient pressure the exhaust ow condition
is Overexpanded, see Figure 2.6. When the exit pressure is higher than the ambient pressure the
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Figure 2.3: Mach Diamonds during take-o of SR 71 (Flow Overexpanded) [1].
exhaust ow condition is Underexpanded, see Figure 2.4. These diamond shocks are stationary
wave patterns, they can be observed at cruising altitude (see Figure 2.4) and at low atmosphere
near sea-level (see Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.4: Mach Shock Diamonds formation of F-22A manoeuvring at high altitude (Flow
Underexpanded)[4].
The Diamond shocks repeat back and forth between the opposing free jet boundaries as a
process of compression and expansion of waves (see Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6). The friction
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created along the free jet boundary between the air and exhaust gas results in a turbulent shear
layer. This layer creates a viscous damping eect that gradually dissipates the wave structure.
This viscous friction eventually equalizes the pressure dierences between the exhaust and am-
bient atmosphere so that the shock diamonds can no longer be formed [1]. Repeated reections
and re-reections, will appear until the disturbances are damped out by the viscous eects.
The ow physics of Overexpansion and Underexpansion ow conditions are further ad-
dressed in Section 2.3.
2.3 Nozzle: Overexpanded and Underexpanded
With the increase of NPR a Normal shock (shock perpendicular to the axial direction of the
ow) is generated just after the ow passes the throat of the nozzle (chocked nozzle) and will
move downstream of the nozzle. Once the Normal shock reaches the exit of the nozzle, under
the condition that the exit pressure is less than the ambient pressure (Pe<Pa), the shock tends
to compress inward, or in the form of an Oblique shock. The ambient pressure (atmospheric
pressure) causes the shock to compress inward forming a complex ow pattern, which is a
combination of subsonic and supersonic ows, known as Overexpansion. A shock triple point
is created at the point of intersection where these Oblique shock waves meet with the Mach
disks (See Figure 2.5).
For a gas exhausted from an axisymmetric nozzle to lower pressure surroundings (Pe>Pa),
Underexpansion, the ow will follow Prandtle-Meyer expansion at the exit corner of the nozzle
[1]. These Expansion waves will be reected from the constant pressure jet boundary as
Compression waves. The Compression waves will intersect each other when the exit pressure
is higher than ambient pressure. This leads to shock waves being formed in the plume as a
result of coalescence of the Compression waves.
Downstream a snowballing compressive eect will result in an imbedded shock wave that
is strong and curved. A Mach conguration of shock patterns will be formed with a Mach disk
at the triple point in the intersection of the Oblique shock waves, known as Underexpansion
(see Figure 2.6). This continues formation of new ow patterns are the Compression and
Expansion waves repeating downstream along the plume region for both Overexpanded and
Underexpanded conditions.
The formation of the shock patterns gradually tends to minimise with the increase of the
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distance from the exit of the nozzle. Over time, viscous dissipation eects along the free stream
jet boundary ceases the generation of further shocks along the jet boundary layer.
Figure 2.5: Overexpansion of the nozzle Pe<Pa [1].
Figure 2.6: Underexpansion of the nozzle Pe>Pa [1].
It was found that Underexpansion and Overexpansion experienced by a jet nozzle at the jet
plume has a signicant inuence on reducing the overall thrust produced by the exhaust gas.
In real conditions the Incident shock of the Mach disk conguration is not always straight.
Mach disks created due to the compression and reection of the jet wall boundary at the jet
plume has a signicant eect on the overall nozzle eciency.
The correlation between Mach disk diameter and distance to the Mach disks from the exit
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of the nozzle is dominated by the geometry conguration at the divergent section of the nozzle
at high NPRs.
2.4 Review of Some Recent Achievements on CD Su-
personic Nozzles
Most investigations, both experimental and computational, have been conducted more for gases
operating under low NPRs than of high NPRs. A summary of a literature on supersonic nozzle
as follows.
Low NPRs
The compressible jet plume emerging from a planner convergent-divergent nozzle has been
investigated experimentally and numerically [33] by Xiao, et al, [2009]. The numerical sim-
ulations were carried out for NAR range of 1.0 - 1.8 and NPR varying between 1.2 - 1.8.
Among the several turbulence models used, the Shear Stress Turbulence (SST) model proved
to be in the best agreement with the experimental results. It was found that the jet mixing
was governed by NAR, and NPR to a lesser extent. As a summary of the investigation, the
increasing NAR results in an increased growth rate and faster axial decay of the peak velocity.
From the numerical results it was found that as NAR increased, the peak turbulent kinetic
energy in the plume rose and moved towards the nozzle exit. Xiao, et al,[2009] also concluded,
that the signicant increase in turbulent kinetic energy inside the nozzle was associated with
asymmetric ow separation. The nozzle was tested for ambient temperature (Ta) of 294 K
and pressure of 14.85 psi, while the temperature of the reservoir (Tres) was set at Tres = Ta=
294 K. External free stream velocity was Mach 0.1 and downstream static pressure was set to
ambient pressure. Reynolds number of 2.5106 for a wall grid value of Y+<1.
Xiao, et al, [2007] simulated compressible jet ow through a planer nozzle under the Over-
expanded condition to observe the instability of the jet plume region [32]. Computation was
carried out for a nozzle with NAR 1.0 - 1.8 for a low pressure range of NPR 1.2 - 1.8. The re-
sults show that for NPR 1.2 - 1.8, the jet mixing is governed by NAR and lesser by NPR. Xiao,
et al, [2007] found that the increase in the exit-to-throat area ratio shows a signicant increase
of mixing rate. They also concluded that increase in TKE inside the nozzle results from the
asymmetric ow separation. Further, they conclude that the asymmetric separation played an
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important role in the instability of the jet plume region. In their study, the commercially avail-
able FLUENT code was used to solve the RANS equations with the two-equation turbulence
model, SST. They found that the SST model exhibits the closest agreement with their experi-
mental data. Using the SST model RANS predicted the ow eld with acceptable accuracy and
provided additional details that could not be obtained through experimental tests. In conclu-
sion, the study conducted by Xiao, et al, [2007] demonstrated the signicance of the numerical
computation towards optimizing congurations for most eective mixing enhancements.
Xiao, et al, [2007] also solved the separation of the supersonic nozzle ow using a two
equation k-! turbulence model [31]. The NAR 1.5 was kept xed with a divergence angle of 3.89
0 and NPR was varied. Asymmetric ow separation was observed at NPR, 1.5 - 2.4. The main
focus of their investigation was to study the ow structure associated with instability. They
developed a code to solve the numerical equations for the convective uxes, and the pressure
term was included. The computation with a total of 41,585 grid elements was adequate enough
for both internal and external bodies of the nozzle to capture instabilities. The simulation was
run under steady-state mode while the nozzle was tested for ambient temperature at 290 K
and pressure of 14.85 psi. Looking at the ow pattern it was observed that the Lambda foot
shock above NPR  2.4 was symmetric. Unsteady movements were not able to be captured
from the computational runs [31].
The investigation by Menon, N. and Skews. B.W, [2008] on low NPRs, some similar nu-
merical and experimental research was also conducted for medium to high NPRs [21]. Eects
of pressure, aspect ratio (nozzle width over height) and Mach number of an Underexpanded
rectangular nozzle for NAR 1.5 was investigated by. The Spallart-Allmaras (1 equation) tur-
bulence model built into the commercially available FLUENT 6 software package was used in
steady-state mode. It was concluded that the non-dimensionalised Mach stem height decreases
with NPR 2 and 3 as the aspect ratio of the nozzle is increased. The non-dimensionalised
Mach stem height increases with increasing aspect ratios for low NPR of 2, but decreases with
increasing aspect ratios for low NPRs. It was also concluded that the greater the NPR, the
greater the expansion of the jet. It was observed, increasing the aspect ratio caused a greater
distortion of the jet boundary. Increases to the Mach number caused the shock cell length to
increase [21].
Khan A.A. and Shembharkar T.R., [2008] investigated a two-dimensional CD nozzle for
low/high NPRs for corresponding shock presence inside the divergent section of the nozzle [19].
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Shock location, shock structure and after-shocks were compared with the computed results.
FLUENT code was used for a NAR of 1.5 with a half angle of 2.12 0 and solved in steady state
mode. A grid range of 5,000 - 20,000 quadrilateral elements were used, with grid elements
ranging from 15,000 - 20,000 by a grid adaptation. The ambient temperature was set at 300K
and total pressure 3.5105N/m2. A standard k- turbulence model with a wall function was
used to solve the complex ow structure. The curvature of the pressure contours indicated
that the ow was not totally uniform across the height of the nozzle due to the presence of
boundary layers on the wall. The shock structure did not remain symmetric with respect to
nozzle center line at higher NPR values. It was found from these experimental results that this
asymmetry was attributed to the ow unsteadiness. Along the centreline region for NPR>1.20,
Normal shocks did not sit alone but were followed by aftershocks. A summary of some of the
low NPR investigations carried out on a CD nozzle in recent years is presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Summary of some numerical investigations on Low NPR analysis in recent
years.
Year Journal Title NAR NPR Computational Results/Conclusions
Setup and Details
2009 Experimental and Numerical 1.0 - 1.8 1.2 - 1.8 FLUENT / SST Model Jet mixing is governed by NAR and
study of Jet Mixing from 74,000 grid cells/ Re=2.5106 less eected by NPR. Increase in NAR
a shock-Containing Nozzle. [33] Pa = 14.85psi/ Ta = 294K peaks TKE in plume rise.
2008 Viscous Flow Analysis in a 1.5 xed 1.20 - 2.26 FLUENT/ k-" Model After shocks stronger at high
Convergent Divergent Nozzle [19] 20,000 grid cells NPRs. Flow de-acceleration through
Pres=50.8psi/ Ta=300K shocks and re-expands to high speeds.
2008 Rectangular underexpanded gas 1.5 Fixed 2.0 - 3.0 Spallart-Allmaras Model Experimental and numerical analysis
eects: eect of pressure ratio, FLUENT 6 on eects of nozzle aspect nozzle
aspect ratio and Mach number.[21] aspect ratio, pressure and Mach number.
2007 Numerical Study of Jet 1.0 - 1.8 1.2 - 1.8 FLUENT / SA, k-!, k-", SST Increase in NAR peak the TKE
Plume Instability from an RSM Model/ 74,000 grid cells in the plume rises and moves
Overexpanded Nozzle. [32] Pa = 14.85psi/ Ta = 530R towards the nozzle exit.
2007 Numerical Investigation of 1.5 xed 1.27 - 1.61 In house Code/ k-! Model Higher values of NPR symmetric shocks
Supersonic Nozzle 41,585 grid cells/Re=5.5106 is formed. Shear layer separation
ow separation. [31] Pa=14.85psi/ Ta=290K is a main factor for instability.
Medium to High NPRs
Matsuo, et al, [2008] studied the inuence of nozzle geometry on a highly Underexpanded sonic
jet [25]. Their investigation proved that the distance from the nozzle exit to the Mach disk
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is an increasing function of the jet-pressure ratio and also inuenced by the nozzle geometry.
However, the eect is not signicant when the eective diameter concept is considered. They
also found that pressure ratio was a key parameter in determining the jet boundary, as increas-
ing pressure expands the jet boundary. They concluded that the location of the Mach disk is
a linear function of the peak value of the local angle of the jet boundary at near-eld. During
their investigation, NPR was varied from 4.0 - 12.0. The nozzle was simulated at ground level
conditions. The tests were carried out for three nozzle cases, one cylindrical straight nozzle
with a curvature at the entrance, and two nozzles with a sharp edge with orice convergence
angle of 75 0 and 90 0 respectively [25].
The investigation by Menon, N. and Skews, B.W, [2009] on high NPRs, a numerical study
has been undertaken on Underexpanded sonic jets issuing from nozzles of varied inlet geome-
tries [22]. The numerical simulation of the Underexpanded jet impingement ow was carried
out using the commercially available code Fluent 6. The ow was modeled as a viscous ow,
with the one equation Spallart-Allmaras turbulence model for closure of the Reynolds Aver-
aged Navier-Stokes equations. Is was concluded during the investigation, the Mach stem height
in the jet issuing from the contoured nozzle has been the greatest over the range of pressure
ratios varying from 2.0 - 10.0 is investigated. The curvature of the Mach stem in the direction
of the ow and the curvature is more pronounced as the pressure ratio is increased. Further,
the formation of a vena-contracta resulting in a narrowing in the jet boundary is observed in
the case of the 45 degrees and the orice inlet nozzles.
Yuceil, K. B. and Otugen M.V., [2002] carried out an experimental study of investigating
the spreading and centerline property decay rates of Underexpanded supersonic jets [35]. Five
dierent Underexpanded sonic jets were studied with jet exit-to-ambient pressure ratios of 1,
2.5, 7.5, 15.5, and 20.3, corresponding to fully expanded jet Mach numbers at 1, 1.68, 2.38, 2.85,
and 3.03, respectively. The scaling analysis presented in this report lead to a set of parameters
that can be used to obtain universal asymptotic values for jet growth and centerline property
decay rates. It provides the initial diameter, velocity, density and temperature of an expanded
equivalent jet whose static pressure is that of the ambient. Further, the experimental results
show that, in the fareld, the asymptotic decay rate of the centerline velocity is a strong
function of the Underexpansion ratio, decreasing with increasing velocity.
Mohamed, A. and Hamed, A., [2003] used a CD nozzle in the experimental study has an
exit to throat area ratio (NAR) of 2.79 for a design Mach number, Md of 2.5 and a design
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pressure ratio, NPRd, of 19.4 [24]. The rectangular cross section is 25.4 mm x 4.92 mm at
the exit plane for an aspect ratio (AR) of 5.1. Tests were performed over a range of nozzle
pressure ratios, NPR, between 4.0 - 9.0. The change in NPR was achieved by changing the
inlet stagnation pressure to operate in the external Overexpanded regime. The increase rate of
the shock cell length was dependant on the nozzle design Mach number, and on the shape of
the jet cross section. They concluded, the dissipation rate was higher for elliptic and highest
for rectangular jets, compared to circular jets of the same equivalent diameter.
Wlezien, R. W. and Kibens, V., [1988] investigated non-axis-symmetric nozzles are constant-
diameter tubes with various cutout exit shapes. Variation to the nozzle geometry by introduc-
tion of azimuthal asymmetry, a technique for controlling development of high-speed jets [30].
NPR tested for 2.2, 2.8, 3.4 and 4.0 for a divergent angles up to 30 0 for three nozzle shapes (1-
tab nozzles, inclined nozzles and 2-tab nozzles). Applications of this technique include thrust
vectoring, mixing enhancement, and noise reduction. The investigation has touched upon only
a few aspects of ows from non-axisymmetric nozzles. It was concluded, that many parameters
govern the ow and noise elds and that relatively small changes in geometry or ow conditions
can produce large, seemingly unpredictable variations in thrust, mixing, and noise. Supersonic
jets from non-axisymmetric nozzles exhibit a wider range of acoustic and ow properties than
does an axis-symmetric reference nozzles. Further, the mean ow-properties such as deection
and divergence can be controlled to provide directional thrust.
The investigation carried by Menon, N. and Skews, B.W., [2009] describes the experimental
studies performed by Teshima, K., [1994] on a rectangular nozzle with aspect ratios 2, 3, 4, 5
and 64 for Underexpanded condition tested for NPRs up to 500 [29]. A summary of some of
the high NPR investigations carried out on CD supersonic nozzles is presented in Table 2.3.
Evidence from the previous experiments also proves that a non-circular nozzle shape ex-
pands the gas faster, hence have higher exhaust velocity speeds than of a circularly contoured
nozzle shape [21], [5], [24].
Considering all aspects discussed above, this study is focused on investigating a two di-
mensional convergent divergent nozzle with a rectangular cross-section (unit length width),
axis-symmetric and asymmetric nozzle shapes under both low NPR (1.27 - 4.0) and high
NPRs (4.0 - 12.0) conditions.
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Table 2.3: Summary of some numerical investigations on High NPR analysis in
recent years.
Year Paper title NAR NPR Computational Results/Conclusions
setup and Details
2008 Inuence of nozzle geometry convergence 4.0 - 12.0 In house code, Distance from the nozzle exit to the
on the near-eld structure of angle Modied Mach disk is an increasing function of
highly Underexpanded sonic jet [25]. 750 and 900 k-R model jet-pressure ratio and nozzle geometry.
2009 Eect of nozzle inlet geometry AR 1 - 4 2.0 - 10.0 Spallart-Allmaras Curvature of the Mach stem
on Underexpanded supersonic Rectangular model, Fluent 6 pronounced as the pressure
jet characteristics [22]. nozzle as ratio is increased.
2002 Scaling parameters for Nozzle exit 1.0 - 20.3 Experimental The asymptotic decay rate
underexpanded supersonic jets [35] diameter analysis of the centerline velocity strong
4.45 mm function of the Underexpansion ratio.
2003 Supersonic Rectangular AR = 5.5 19.4 Experimental Dissipation rate was higher
Over-Expanded Jets of Single and throat analysis for rectangular jets
and Two-Phase Flows [24]. NAR 2.79 compared to circular jets.
1988 Inuence of Nozzle Asymmetry Divergence 2.2 - 4.0 Experimental Floweld characteristics
on Supersonic Jets [30]. angle 300 analysis and screech instabilities
in supersonic jets.
1994 Structure of supersonic free jets AR of 1,2,3, 500 - - Rectangular jets under
issuing from a rectangular 5 and 64 Underexpanded condition
orice [29]. for high NPRs.
2.5 Turbulence
Turbulence is not a feature of uids but of uid ows and consists of many characteristics
which may vary depending on the environment. Turbulence ow is three dimensional, chaotic,
stochastic and random, hence behavior of turbulence could not be precisely dened nor pre-
dicted. Turbulence causes the formation of eddies of many dierent length scales. Kinetic
energy of the turbulent motion is contained in the large scale structures and this energy cas-
cades from large scale structures to smaller scale structures by an inertial and essentially invis-
cid mechanism. This process continues, creating smaller and smaller structures that produce
a hierarchy of eddies. Eventually this process creates structures that are small enough that
molecular diusion becomes important and viscous dissipation of energy nally takes place.
The ows which is originally been laminar, and develops to turbulent with the arises of the
instabilities at high Reynolds numbers of a turbulent jet ow is shown in Figure 2.7.
Turbulence does not maintain itself, but depends on its environment to obtain energy. The
common source of energy for turbulent uctuations is shear in the mean ow. Turbulence
occurs when the inertia forces in the uid become signicant compared to viscous forces, and
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Figure 2.7: Turbulent jet ow [17].
is characterised by a high Reynolds Number [17].
However, with the development of advance mathematical codes, super computers and new
generation high-speed wind tunnel testing facilities, a number of turbulence models have been
developed to simulate the turbulence phenomenon under various conditions successfully, pro-
vided further understanding of the chaotic behaviour.
2.6 Turbulence Models in ANSYS CFX
Single equation turbulence model will not satisfy all scales to be analysed in turbulence. For this
reason a number of turbulence models built from zero to a few equations combined depending
on the applications. Several algebraic models, including Spalart-Allmaras Model, k-" model,
k-! model and Shear Stress Model (SST) model are RANS based linear eddy models is used
in CFD software, ANSYS CFX which is described in Section 3.3. Each turbulence model has
its own strengths and weaknesses.
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2.6.1 k-" Model
The k-" model is a two equation model where k is turbulent kinetic energy that determines
the energy of the turbulence. The " is turbulence dissipation rate that determines the scales
of the turbulence. The k-" model is a rst order closure model. The k-" model is promisingly
accurate for free-shear layer ows with relatively small pressure gradients and for wall-bounded
and internal ows where mean pressure gradients are very small. This model fails to model
ows containing large adverse pressure gradients. The standard k-" model is used in most cases
because of its robustness, economy and reasonable accuracy for a range of ows, but it fails to
predict for non-equilibrium boundary layers. The k-" model tends to predict onset separation
too late and under predicts the separation size. Thus, the model is not very accurate for devices
such as diusers, nozzles, turbine blades and aerodynamics bodies.
2.6.2 k-! Model
The model includes two transport equations representing turbulence properties to take
into account the history eects such as convection and diusion of turbulent energy. The k-!
model is a rst order closure model. The rst transport variable k is turbulent kinetic energy
and the second variable ! is the specic dissipation rate characterising the turbulent behavior.
The k-! model model is very accurate capturing ow characteristics at boundary layers but
weak for 3D modelling and has no advantage for calculating Reynolds stress. Therefore, less
cost eective in 3D ow modelling.
2.6.3 SST Turbulence Model
The Shear Stress Transport (SST) Model (Menter, 1993) [23] is currently a popular turbulence
model for compressible viscous ow analysis for high Reynolds numbers internal and external
ows. Many practical ows occur at conditions where compressibility eects are important.
For ows under adverse pressure gradients, a turbulence model to capture boundary layer
separation is important. The boundary layer separation occurs at small scales, and capture
regimes with large and small scales such as separation zones and shocks, an accurate and
favorable turbulence model is required. Additionally a model should be able to predict either
surface heat uxes or shear stress to obtain accurate modeling of separation ows.
Among the k-" and k-! models, SST is a mixture of k-" and k-! models. The model
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is being popular for supersonic and beyond ow regimes. Stress transport models use the
Reynolds stress equations to provide the turbulent stresses in the mean-momentum equations.
The SST model is a rst order closure model. It uses formulation of the k-! equation model for
the inner part of the boundary layer, and gives the model the ability to directly reach the wall
through the viscous sub-layer while switching to the k-" formulation to model the free-stream
ow. This blending of the formulations gives the smooth transition that stands out from other
turbulence models used for problems associated with high Reynolds numbers.
A turbulent viscosity limiter, an additional smooth blending function Fsst, within the range
of 1>Fsst>0, is used in the SST model [20]. When the model is used for ow simulation
with boundary layer separation zones, the limiter Fsst switches to 0 for wake and free shear
regions and 1 for bulk region creating a smooth transition between the regions. The Fsst is
modied in the term  = a1k/
, of Bradshaw's turbulent viscosity in the BSL model, resulting
in the limited turbulent viscosity formulation  = a1k/max(a1!,
Fsst), in the Mentor's SST
model [20]. The a1 is known as the Bradshaw constant, 
 in here is mean ow vorticity
magnitude, k is turbulent kinetic energy,  is kinematic turbulent viscosity and ! is specic
turbulence dissipation rate [20].
The SST model was initiated with accompanying shear stress and is proportional to turbu-
lent kinetic energy in the wake of the boundary layer, which is suited for accurately capturing
ows subjected to adverse pressure gradients. The additional correction function Fsst embed-
ded in the equation provides for greater accuracy compared to other turbulence models testing
for ows under strong pressure gradients.
Table 2.4 gives a summary of the turbulence models used in ANSYS CFX.
2.7 Boundary Layer Separation
The study of ow separation from the surface of a solid body and the determination of sur-
rounding changes in the ow eld that develop as a result of the separation are among the
most fundamental and dicult problems of uid dynamics. When a stationary object (like the
nozzle) is subject to moving uid or an object is moving through a stationary uid (such as
the aerofoil), a boundary layer of the uid is created around the solid object. The boundary
layer could be either laminar or turbulent based on the local Reynolds number.
Within this boundary layer, viscous forces (frictional forces between the solid and uid)
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Table 2.4: Turbulence models.
RANS Eqn Level Category Turbulence models
First order closure zero - equation model Algebraic model
First order closure one - equation model Spalart-Allmaras Model
k-" Model
First order closure two - equation model k-! model
SST (Shear Stress Transport Model)
Second order closure - RST (Reynolds Stress Transport Model)
- ARS (Algebraic Reynolds Stress Model)
RANS based non-linear LES (Large Eddy Simulation)
develop in the uid layer next to the solid surface. Flow separation along the solid surface
occurs when the boundary layer moves downstream against the adverse pressure gradient until
the speed of the ow in the uid layer next to the solid surface decreases to zero or reverses
back (negative velocity), as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Reverse ow due to adverse pressure gradient [6].
The negative velocity makes the ow close to the surface reverse, which increases drag and
reduces the ow velocity. The ow becomes detached from the surface, and vortices and eddies
develop and generate turbulence.
As a result of the boundary layer separation, the thickness of the boundary layer increases
dramatically with inuence of the negative velocity gradient causing the uid layer next to the
surface to reverse back, see Figure 2.8.
This separation of the boundary layer increases the drag. The increase in the uid pressure
in the direction of the ow is known as the adverse pressure gradient. This increase in pressure
hence increases the potential energy of the uid while decreasing the kinetic energy that results
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in decrease of the ow acceleration.
Figure 2.9: Laminar to turbulent boundary layer separation [15].
When this phenomenon occurs, the boundary layer thickness ( - distance required for
the velocity prole to reach the free stream value, see Figure 2.9) increases accordingly. The
boundary layer thickness for turbulent ow is given as   x/Re 1=5.
When the boundary layer thickens it reduces the velocity gradient (dx/dt) concomitantly
decreasing the shear wall stress. As the pressure gradient increases the wall shear stress could
reach zero causing the ow to separate. At large adverse pressure gradients, separation is
bound to occur.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the phenomenon of boundary layer separation and development of
Reection and Incident shock over a at plate is shown in [12]. The increase of the adverse
pressure gradient is inuenced by the increase of the uid speed along the boundary layer. As
a result of the detachment of the boundary layer and the ow separation, the Compression
waves are followed by Incident and Reection waves and Expansion fans are generated. The
situation is slightly dierent when the ow separation occurs in an internal ow (nozzle ows
/ pipe ows), but the principle behind the generation of the Incident and Reection shock
waves is the same.
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Figure 2.10: Boundary layer separation over a at plate [12].
2.8 Boundary Layer and Nozzle Flow Separation
Flow separation at the divergent section of the nozzle is one of the many phenomena that occur
in internal ows subjected to supersonic ow. When the shock wave interacts with the bound-
ary layer, many diverse types of ow phenomena occur such as ow separation, unsteadiness,
vortical ow, pressure waves, complicated mixing and turbulence [12]. The boundary layer
separation is due to the shear of the inner layer between the ow and the nozzle wall: the
detachment creates instability followed by many weak shocks, which decelerate the exhausting
gas. The increasing adverse pressure gradient of the Incident shock causes the boundary layer
to separate from the nozzle wall as a shear layer. The region bounding the shear layer and the
nozzle wall is called the separation zone and is also known as the circulation zone [12], [14], [15]
(see Figure 2.11).
Instability initiated by Shock Wave Boundary Layer Interaction (SWBLI), at the divergent
section of a supersonic CD nozzle causes the exhaust gas to lose the build up uid kinetic
energy, hence decelerate ow speed, and decreasing the overall thrust. For internal ow, the
eects of SWBLI are total pressure loss and unsteadiness, and loss of ow control performance
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is key disadvantage. At higher Reynolds numbers, the small disturbances generated at the
Figure 2.11: Lambda foot shock wave and circulation-bubble [14].
tip of sudden expansion amplify in the shear layers formed between the main ow and the
re-circulation ow at the corners [26]. The results in shedding of eddy like patterns which
alternate from one side to other with consequent asymmetry of mean ow. Although the ow
was three-dimensional, its major features could be understood by considering the interaction
of two dimensional shear layers [26].
Due to this instability a bifurcated structure as shown in Figure 2.12 created between
the two ow separation zones [27]. The Resultant shock is created from an Incident shock
that merges from the starting point of the top wall separation zone and is met at a common
point called the triple point, where the Reection shock and the vertical Lambda shock meet.
The Reection shock bounces back from the shear layer as an Expansion fan that bounces
back again by reecting from the opposite circulation zone (see Figure 2.12) as a Compression
wave [12]. This pattern will move downstream repeating itself. The wavy slip streams that
emerge from the triple point creates a zone of a convergent-divergent uidic channel that
generates a subsonic region. The triangle shape is called the Lambda foot, and the size of
this Lambda foot shock becomes half the size down stream (see Figure 2.11) and eventually
diminishes away between the exit and the plume region [15].
When the NPR is increased the Lambda foot shock moves away from the throat and the
separation zone transforms from asymmetric to symmetric 2.12). The circulation zone ips
between asymmetry to symmetry between the opposite walls and gradually diminishes away
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Figure 2.12: Flow separation and Shear layer instability seen through a spark schlieren [27].
at the exit of the nozzle.
For external ow, Shock Induced Boundary Layer (SIBL) separation can results in increased
aerodynamic drag, loss of lift, aerodynamic heating, and increased instabilities such as inlet
buzz and bueting.
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2.9 Summary of the Reviews and Concluding Remarks
Reviews from the previous literature on computational and experiments results, following con-
clusions were highlighted as the key areas of interest towards this study.
1. Supersonic jet and plume ow condition through a CD nozzle need further investigation on
the asymmetric congurations of the nozzle.
2. The direction of interest on axis-symmetric nozzle congurations, initiates the importance
of the ow phenomena including Underexpanded, Overexpanded ow conditions, nozzle
internal shocks (Lambda, Incident and Reection shocks) and Shock induced boundary
layer separations associated to supersonic ow. The above mentioned ow phenomena
and its inuence on an asymmetric nozzle shape.
3. Most previous investigations was conducted on axis-symmetric nozzles where the ow char-
acteristics are associated with low NPRs. Hence, as a key areas of interest on this study,
the ow characteristics associated with high NPRs for a asymmetric nozzle shapes and
the signicance of the down stream ow characteristics at the jet plume region is noted.
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Modelling Descriptions
3.1 Governing Equations of Fluid Flow
To understand the physics of the uid in motion related to any engineering problem, its impor-
tant that we develop a accurate relationship among the variations of the uid ow properties
such pressure, temperature, velocity, density etc at discrete points in space and time. The
uid governing equations proves a theoretical solution to how these ow properties are related
to each other by either integral, dierential or algebraic equations. The following three funda-
mental laws known as the conservation laws are used to establish the governing equations of
the uid ow.
 Conservation of Mass
rate of change of mass + net outward mass ux = 0
 Conservation of Momentum
rate of change of momentum + net outward momentum ux = sum of forces
 Conservation of Energy
rate of work of forces + net heat ux = change in total energy
The corresponding governing equations are continuity equation, momentum equation and
energy equation.
3.1.1 Mass is conserved (Law of Mass Conservation)
Mass cannot be created in a uid system, nor can it disappear. A conserved quantity cannot
increase or decrease, it can only move from place to place.
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Using this conservation principle with the Gauss's divergence theorem, applied for a control
volume in integral form, can be simplied in the following equation [18], which is valid for all
ows compressible or incompressible, viscous or invisid,
@
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r  (V)d
 = 0: (3.1)
where  is density and 
 is control volume. The term r represents the divergence of the
vector V. The uid velocity is V = ui+v j+wk where u, v, and w are the velocity components
in i, j and k directions. Based on above law, the conservation of mass for compressible ow
can be presented in dierential conservation form [18],
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The above partial dierential equation (3.2) in divergence form gives [8],
@
@t
+r  (
) = 0: (3.3)
3.1.2 Momentum is conserved (Newton's Second Law)
Newton's second law is applied to a control volume or element to derive the momentum equa-
tion. Variations of momentum are caused by the net force acting on a control volume. This
principle is applied to the control volume 
 using two distinct classes of forces, (1) body forces
(external forces) and (2) surface forces which incorporate pressure forces and viscous forces.
These types of uid forces, are embedded into the momentum equations. The surface forces
that act on the faces of the control-volume are proportional to the volume surface area, and
are (a) pressure forces and (b) viscous forces. The frictional forces arise from relative motion
of the uid. For inviscid ow the only surface force is the pressure force [8].
Based on the Newton's second law, using divergence notation the integral form for momen-
tum x direction [12]:I
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where p is pressure, Fx, Fy and Fz are additional surface forces, which are the shear and
normal viscous stresses in x, y and z directions integrated over the control volumes.
The momentum equation in dierential form along the x direction:
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The u, v, and w are the velocity components in x, y and z directions.
The above equations could also be written using the divergence theorem in x direction,
@(u)
@t
+r  (uV) =  @p
@x
+ Fx: (3.5)
Similarly, we have the following equations describing the y and z momentums:
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3.1.3 Energy is conserved (First Law of Thermodynamics)
The rst law of thermodynamics is applied to derive the energy equation. The law states that
any changes in time of the total energy inside the volume are caused by the rate of work of
forces acting on the volume and by the net heat ux into it.
Based on the above law the following equation is given in integral form [12]:I
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using the divergence theorem, the energy equation in dierential conservation form:
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where e is internal energy (per unit mass), and _q is the rate of heat added. The term (e+ V
2
2
)
is the sum of internal and kinetic energies per unit mass.
3.2 Turbulence Modelling
Turbulence as described in Chapter 2, consists of velocity uctuations in all directions and
has an innite number of scales. To accurately accommodate this turbulent disturbance in
the uid motion, we have to interpret the transient velocity distribution as a instantaneous
velocity distribution property. Considering innitesimally small elements (expressed in dier-
ential form) we could specify instantaneous variables (specifying turbulence) in terms of mean
velocity - U i and uctuating velocity - u i(t) value as shown in Figure 3.1. The behavior of
the instantaneous velocity can be expressed in two variable notations. The decomposition of
variables, the mean and uctuating values is known as the Reynolds averaging [34]. One reason
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the decomposition of the variables is used is to measure ow quantities as we are interested in
the mean values rather than the time histories. Another reason is that we require numerical
results for a ne grid to solve all turbulent scales and this requires ne resolution of time hence
turbulence is always unsteady.
The governing equations are then solved for the mean value U i, (see Figure 3.1). Likewise,
we can characterize the ow variables in mean (Ui, Vi, Wi, Pi, Ti, etc) and uctuating (u i(t),
v i(t), w i(t), pi(t), t i(t), etc) properties.
Figure 3.1: Turbulence mean and uctuating parts [34].
3.3 Discretization of the Governing Equations in AN-
SYS CFX
The fundamental laws used to establish the uid governing equations, the continuity equation,
the momentum equation and the energy equation, are also the principle equations used in
computational uid dynamics (CFD). The Reynolds averaging adds unknown terms containing
products of uctuating terms (viscous stresses, which are known as Reynolds stresses) to the
equations. These unknown Reynolds stresses need to be modeled with known equations to
achieve closure to the equations. To obtain solutions for real ow situations, a numerical
approach must be adopted. The RANS equations are replaced by algebraic approximations
that can be solved using a numerical method [9].
The CFD software, ANSYS CFX rst involves discretizing the spatial domain using a mesh.
The mesh is used to construct nite volumes, which are used to conserve relevant quantities
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such as mass, momentum, and energy. The mesh is three dimensional and all solution variables
and uid properties are stored at the nodes (mesh vertices). These conservation equations are
integrated over each control volume, and Gauss Divergence theorem is applied to convert
volume integrals involving divergence and gradient operators to surface integrals [9].
Many discrete approximations developed for CFD are based on series expansion approxi-
mations of continuous functions (such as the Taylor series). The order accuracy of the approx-
imation is determined by the exponent on the mesh spacing or time step factor of the largest
term in the truncated part of the series expansion, which is the rst term excluded from the
approximation. ANSYS CFX uses second order accurate approximations and nite-element
shape functions to perform these approximations, where the tri-linear shape functions describe
the variation of a variable within an element [9] such as hexahedral, tetrahedral, wedge, and
pyramid.
3.4 Near wall treatment and Y+ value
Near a solid surface where shear stresses are signicant, the inviscid ow assumption is not
valid. The molecules of the ow just above the surface are slowed down due to the uid layer in
contact with the solid boundary. The further uid moves away from the solid surface, the fewer
the collisions of uid molecules with the object surface. This creates a thin layer of uid near
the surface in which the velocity changes from zero at the surface to the free stream value at a
certain distance away from the surface. For viscous internal ow bonded by solid boundaries,
specially subjected to adverse pressure gradients, the developing physical boundary layer grows
in thickness. Therefore, a technique to accommodate the crucial changers in properties of uid
near the vicinity of the solid walls is important.
In CFD, local renement of grid near solid boundaries is commonly used to investigate ow
separations. The local renement adequately allocates additional grid points near the wall, to
catch the critical changes within the boundary layer [34].
y+ = (uy)=: (3.10)
According to the boundary layer theory, y+ (shown in Equation 3.10) value is the non-
dimensional distance. where  is density, u is friction velocity, y is distance from wall and
 is dynamic viscosity. Referring to Figure 3.2, when the mesh is ne enough to resolve the
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Figure 3.2: Experimental data and the wall laws [34].
laminar sublayer, the laminate stress-strain relationship can be used to derive the wall shear
stress:
u+ = y+ (3.11)
We dene u+ = u/u, where u is the velocity parallel to the wall. In terms of CFD, y value
is the distance from the wall to the centroid of the rst grid cell and is derived from y+ of the
equation (3.11).
This will decide how course or ne the mesh and plays and important part in turbulence
modeling when determining the size of the cells near the walls. If the mesh is too coarse to
resolve the laminar sub-layer and the centroid of the rst grid cell adjacent to the wall is within
the logarithmic, then the wall shear is obtained using log law relationship gives:
u+ = 2:5 lny+ + 5:45 (3.12)
Dierent wall models require dierent y values for the centroid of the wall adjacent grid
cell. The turbulence model wall laws have restrictions on the y+ value at the wall. A faster
ow near the wall will produce higher values of y+, hence the grid size near the wall must be
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reduced.
For a fully resolved boundary layers subjected to adverse pressure gradients (separation
regions) in SST turbulence model, the y+< 2 provides a good approximation of capturing the
ow characteristics within the bounded region [10].
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Computational Model Settings
The symmetric and asymmetric nozzle geometries described in Chapter 2 is simulated using the
CFD simulation software, ANSYS CFX 12. The model geometries were set in CFX - Design
Modeler platform, is meshed (Discretization) in CFX - Mesh and solved using CFX - Solver.
4.1 Nozzle Geometries and Computational Setup
4.1.1 Nozzle Geometries
The axis-symmetric base model of this study, NAR 1.5 is based on dimensions described in
study conducted by [28],[31],[33], with a divergent length (down stream) of 117 mm and a
throat height of 22.9 mm. The convergent length is set to 150 mm. The Model 1a (NAR 1.5)
as described in Chapter 2 with above mentioned dimensions is used as the base model, with a
divergent angle of 2.801 degrees as shown in Figure 4.1 (1a). Using the dimensions of the base
model Model 1a (NAR 1.5) as consistent lengths on all models, the NAR is varied. To analyse
the design at a conceptual level, geometry of the divergent section of the base model NAR 1.5
nozzle is subjected to three approaches, and is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
(1a) Symmetric type : base model, where the divergent angle from 2.801 degrees (see Model
1a, Figure 4.1(1a)).
(1b) Symmetric type : Increasing the divergent angle from 2.801 degrees to 3.89 degrees [31]
(see Model 1b, Figure 4.1(1b)).
(2) Asymmetric type 1: Introducing contraction angles at the bottom wall at distances of
68.13 mm (1st contraction angle) and 8.22 mm (2nd contraction angle) from the location of
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Figure 4.1: Geometry set-up: Model 1a (NAR 1.5), Model 1b (NAR 1.66), Model 2 (NAR
1.14), Model 3 (NAR 1.21).
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the 1st contraction angle along the wall of the divergent section (see Model 2 , Figure 4.1(2)).
(3) Asymmetric type 2: Introducing contraction angles at the top and bottom walls at
distances of 67.6 mm (1st contraction angle) and 72.0 mm (2nd contraction angle) of the
divergent section (see Model 3 (NAR 1.21), Figure 4.1(3)).
The two asymmetric models, Model 2 and Model 3 have a divergent angle of 2.801 degrees
at the nozzle throat. The asymmetry to Model 2 (NAR 1.14), 3 (NAR 1.21) is introducing
contraction angles along the walls of the nozzle. The asymmetry is introduced to Model
2 by incorporating the bottom wall with two dierent contraction angles. The asymmetry is
introduced to Model 3 by incorporating the top and bottom walls with two dierent contraction
angles. The geometry parameters for the four models are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Nozzle divergent section geometry parameters for Model 1a (NAR 1.5),
Model 1b (NAR 1.66), Model 2 (NAR 1.14), Model 3 (NAR 1.14).
Nozzle Model type Divergent geometry parameters
Symmetric type 1a (NAR 1.5) Divergent length 117 mm, throat height 22.9 mm
divergent angle 2.801 degrees at the throat
no contraction angles
nozzle exit height 34.35 mm
Symmetric type 2 (NAR 1.66) Divergent length 117 mm, throat height 22.9 mm
divergent angle 3.89 degrees at the throat
no contraction angles
nozzle exit height 38.01 mm
Asymmetric type 1 (NAR 1.14) Divergent length 117 mm, throat height 22.9 mm
divergent angle 2.801 degrees at the throat
contraction angles at the bottom wall (1) 29.64 degrees (2) 2.801 degrees
nozzle exit height 26.325 mm
Asymmetric type 2 (NAR 1.21) Divergent length 117 mm, throat height 22.9 mm
divergent angle 2.801 degrees at the throat
contraction angles at the top wall 15 degrees and bottom wall 8 degrees
nozzle exit height 27.73 mm
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4.1.2 Computational model
The simulation area of interest, namely the convergent section, divergent section and jet plume
section is modelled as a two region problem in the ANSYS CFX Design Modeler platform.
Namely, Region 1 is convergent-divergent nozzle region and Region 2 as the jet plume region
as illustrated in Figure 4.2. These two regions share a common region (nozzle/plume interface
boundary) where the uid is transferred from the nozzle to the plume. This common region is
modelled as a uid uid interaction (FFI) interface, where the uid at the exit of the nozzle
interfaces (mix) with the uid at the jet plume region.
As illustrated in 4.2 to capture the ow characteristics in the plume region, a second body,
Region 2 is set-up with a width of 1000 mm and height of 300 mm. To accommodate the
ow over the nozzle walls entering the plume region, the area shown as Region 2 dened at a
distance of 50 mm from the nozzle exit. The plume region has an inlet area accommodating the
nozzle walls and has a plume inlet has a inlet speed of 250 ms 1 to capture the uid entering
over the plume walls. The rest of the areas of Region 2 are set as openings boundary with
ambient pressure and temperature conditions representing sea-level and high altitudes. The
nozzle geometries of all four model shapes are two dimensional. Computational set up of the
symmetric model NAR 1.5 is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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4.2 Mesh geometry of the models in CFX - Mesh
The Mesh generation of the two symmetric and two asymmetric models are conducted using
ANSYS CFX-Mesh.
As discussed in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3, to correctly capture the internal ow separations,
nozzle walls require good ination layer mesh of the boundary layers. For a Reynolds number
5.5 106 based on throat height 22.9 mm, the minimum rst grid point from the wall gives the
non-dimensional distance (rst grid) y+ as presented in the Table 4.2 for all models. Reynolds
number is calculated using Re = LU /, where  is the kinematic viscosity, U is velocity based
on the actual cross section area (throat area) and L is the characteristic length, which in this
case is the throat diameter.
The Y plus values along the nozzle walls for Model 1a (NAR 1.5), Model 1b (NAR 1.66),
Model 2 (NAR 1.14), Model 3 (NAR 1.21) for sea-level conditions for low and high NPRs are
plotted and is presented in APPENDIX I.
The Mesh set-up, and the properties and parameters are summarised in Table 4.2. After
conducting a Grid Independence Test (GIT), a medium unstructured mesh of 77,035 elements
with 45 inated layers for wall boundary layer meshing, was used for Model 1a (NAR 1.5) and
a medium unstructured mesh of 96,693 elements with 55 inated layers for wall boundary layer
meshing, was used for Model 1b (NAR 1.66). A ne unstructured mesh of 187,767 and 268,164
elements with 45 inated layers at the nozzle wall boundary layer meshing, for was sucient
to capture all ow instabilities for Models 2 (NAR 1.14) and 3 (NAR 1.21) respectively. The
three models set in ANSYS CFX-Mesh is shown in Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. Mesh Independent
test results of coarse, medium and ne meshes are provided in Figure 7.5 in APPENDIX 1.
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Table 4.2: Computational Mesh setup : Model 1a (NAR 1.5), Model 1b (NAR
1.66), Model 2 (NAR 1.14), Model 3 (NAR 1.21), see Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5.
Nozzle Model type Mesh elements and parameters
Model 1a medium unstructured mesh
Axis-symmetric type 1 (NAR 1.5) 77,035 elements
Y+ value < 1, Re 5.5 106
inated layers 45
Model 1b medium mesh with 96,693 unstructured elements
Axis-symmetric type 2 (NAR 1.66) Y+ value < 1.5, Re 5.5 106
inated layers 55
Model 2
Asymmetric type 1 (NAR 1.14) ne mesh with 187,767 unstructured elements
Y+ value < 1, Re 5.5 106
inated layers 45
Model 3
Asymmetric type 1 (NAR 1.21) ne mesh with 268,164 unstructured elements
Y+ value < 1, Re 5.5 106
inated layers 45
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4.3 Cruise Speed and Atmospheric conditions
To reects the amount of thrust that the engine needs to produce. For a jet operating at low
altitude where the ambient pressure is high, a propulsion devices need more thrust to expand
the gas. When the altitude increases the temperature and pressure drops reducing the required
thrust for the expanding gas to the operating ambient conditions. The cruising altitude of 18 -
22 km above sea level is where the temperature and pressure values are low and the air is thin.
With low thrust, the jet engine can eciently obtain high speeds, at the high altitude. The
amount of thrust is directly proportional to the NPR. The graph in Figure 4.6 displays NPRs
required, for designing a nozzle in the supersonic regime for an equivalent Mach number. To
obtain an exhaust velocity in excess of Mach 2.0 the NPR will be ratio a of approximately
12:1. Choosing the correct operating pressure and temperature for the jet nozzle is important.
Therefore, in this simulation a range of NPR 1.27 - 12.0 is used for the inlet condition settings.
Figure 4.6: NPR vs Mach number.
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4.4 Input parameters
The input parameters and assumptions made for the initial boundary conditions are sum-
marised in Table 4.3. The initial conditions are set at sea-level conditions.
The nozzle pressure variation is modelled by increasing the inlet pressure from 1.27 atm to
12.0 atm, while keeping the nozzle ambient pressure constant, 1 atm for sea-level conditions.
Flow analysis was conducted in steady state mode for all models.
Table 4.3: Input parameters ANSYS CFX Solver.
Input parameters Test data Simulation condition
Inlet pressure variation : sea-level (low NPR) 1.27 atm - 3.4 atm NPR 1.27 to 12
Inlet pressure variation : sea-level (high NPR) 4.0 atm - 12.0 atm NPR 1.27 to 12
Ambient pressure 1.00 atm sea-level
Ambient temperature 290 K sea-level
Nozzle Inlet (reservoir) temperature 500 K Combustion temperature
Free stream velocity speed 250ms 1 constant around the nozzle
As presented in Table 4.4, the solver conditions are specied in ANSYS CFX solver.
Table 4.4: ANSYS CFX Solver setting (common to all models).
Solver control setting ANSYS CFX Solver solver parameter value
Advection Scheme High resolution
Convergence control Max iterations 5500
Convergence criteria
Residual type RMS
Residual target 1.E-4
Dynamic Model control Global Dynamic Model control
The Table 4.5 lists the initial and boundary condition settings at sea level conditions of
the nozzle and the plume regions in ANSYS CFX solver. In Table 4.5, the Opening boundary
(Plume Opening) type describes a condition of a zero normal derivative of the uid ow at
the boundary. Whether or not the ow is supersonic or subsonic at the boundary makes no
dierence in the simulation results, as long as the Zero Gradient is chosen for the Turbulence
Option. The residual convergence history plots for the axis-symmetric model, NAR 1.5 are
provided in Figure 7.6 - 7.9 in APPENDIX 1.
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Table 4.5: Fluid-Domain and model boundary settings at sea level conditions).
Fluid Domain : Initial Conditions
Fluid Material Air Ideal gas
Morphology continues uid
Buoyancy Model Non Buoyant
Heat Transfer Model (Includes viscous work term) Total Energy
Reference pressure 1 atm
Turbulence Model SST Model
Turbulent Wall functions Automatic
Domain Interface type Fluid-Fluid
Mass and Momentum Conservative Interface Flux
Boundary : Inlet
Flow direction Normal to boundary condition
Flow regime subsonic
Heat Transfer Static temperature 500 K
Relative pressure 1.27 atm - 12.0 atm
Turbulence k and Epsilon
Boundary : Plume Inlet
Flow regime Subsonic
Heat transfer static temperature (290 K)
Mass and Momentum Cartesian Velocity Components
U V W U= 250 ms 1, V=W=0
Turbulence Medium Intensity and Eddy Viscosity ratio
Boundary : Domain Boundary Interface FFI Interface (Fluid to Fluid)
Mass,Momentum and Heat Transfer Conservative Interface Flux
Turbulence Conservative Interface Flux
Boundary : Plume Opening
Flow regime Subsonic
Heat transfer opening temperature (290 K)
Relative Pressure 1 atm
Turbulence Zero gradient
Boundary : Nozzle Walls
Heat Transfer Adiabatic
Mass and Momentum No Slip Wall
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4.5 Exhaust velocity Thrust and Jet Deection Angle
Calculations
Total thrust of the nozzle exhaust is a combination of total internal pressure forces, external
forces and static pressure of the reservoir (combustion chamber). The following equation is
used to calculate the forces acting on the divergent section of the nozzle which includes the
top wall, bottom wall and the nozzle exit area. The pressure force is the total of static and
dynamic pressures. Internal and external forces are acting perpendicular to the nozzle walls.
The thrust (T) is given by [12];
T = (Ptop   P1)dAtopn^+ (Pbottom   P1)dAbottomn^+ (Pexit   P1)dAexitn^+ d _meV (4.1)
When the total forces acting on X direction is TX and Y direction is TY , the total thrust
of the nozzle engine is given by;
Total Thrust =
q
T 2X + T
2
Y (4.2)
where the angle of the total thrust is tan 1(TY /TX). This angle is known as the jet
deection angle.
Ptop - pressure on the top nozzle wall of the divergent section.
Pbottom - pressure on the bottom nozzle wall of the divergent section.
Pexit - pressure along the vertical height at the exit of the nozzle.
P1 - ambient pressure
Atop, Abottom, Aexit - surface areas of the top wall, bottom wall and exit of the nozzle.
n^ - normal vector to the surface/wall.
_m - mass ow rate (VA)eV - free stream velocity
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Results and Discussion
In this chapter, the simulation results obtained from ANSYS CFX solver on the symmetric
and asymmetric nozzle congurations are presented. This investigation is carried out in two
stages, which covers the two nozzle congurations tested under low and high NPRs. During
the rst stage of the investigation, the two symmetric nozzle types, NAR 1.5 (Model 1a) and
NAR 1.66 (Model 1b) and during the second stage of the investigation, the two asymmetric
nozzle types, NAR 1.14 (Model 2) and NAR 1.21 (Model 3) as described in Chapter 1 were
simulated with the boundary conditions provided in Table 4.4 in Chapter 4.
The two symmetric and two asymmetric models were tested under sea-level conditions
(ambient pressure 1.00 atm). The NPR variation tested during this investigation for symmetric
and asymmetric models are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: NPR variation range.
Input condition NPR variation range
symmetric models (NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66) NPR 1.27 - 2.7 (Low NPR) and 3.4 - 12.0 (High NPR)
asymmetric models (NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21) NPR 1.27 - 2.7 (Low NPR) and 3.4 - 12.0 (High NPR)
Simulation results and discussion on the symmetric and asymmetric nozzles types is struc-
tured according to the NPRs tested to accommodate the ow characteristics under low and
high NPRs. The simulation is carried out for low NPRs, where the pressure variation is be-
tween 1.27 - 2.4 and high NPRs, between 3.4 - 12 on both symmetric and asymmetric nozzle
congurations as listed in Table 5.1.
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5.1 Symmetric Nozzle Types (NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66)
5.1.1 Symmetric Nozzle Types : Low NPRs
The eect of NAR is compared for symmetric type nozzles, NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66. These
symmetric nozzle types are simulated under low NPRs between 1.27 - 2.4 are presented and
discussed in this section.
Since this study does not perform any experimental analysis to validate the computational
results, they were validated through similar investigations carried out on NAR 1.5 and NAR
1.66 in past literature. The computational results obtained under low NPRs, between 1.27
- 2.4 for symmetric models NAR 1.5, 1.66 are closely validated with the simulation results
achieved for Mach numbers by Xiao, et al solved for ow separation of the supersonic ow, for
investigations carried out for nozzle geometry types NAR 1.5 [31] and NAR 1.66 [32]. Further,
internal nozzle ow separation, boundary layer separation and Lambda shocks under adverse
pressure gradients, which occur internally in the nozzle divergent section were justied through
the past literature.
The eects of the ow speeds (Mach Number), Mach Shock location (Mach.L(m)) and
internal ow separation characteristics at low NPRs at sea-level condition with comparison to
Xiao, et al [2007] on nozzle shape NAR 1.5 [31] are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Internal ow separation conditions on NAR 1.5, NAR 1.66 and Xiao, et
al [2007] NAR 1.5 [31], at sea-level conditions (Mach.No: Mach Number, Mach.L:
location to highest Mach number, axial direction from the throat)
NAR 1.5 NAR 1.66 Xiao, et al NAR 1.5
NPR Mach.No Mach.L(m) Separation NPR Mach.No Mach.L(m) Separation NPR Mach.No Separation
1.27 1.226 0.0152 asymmetric 1.27 1.385 0.0290 asymmetric 1.27 1.23 symmetric
1.34 1.316 0.0213 asymmetric 1.34 1.395 0.0384 asymmetric 1.34 1.39 symmetric
1.40 1.347 0.0226 asymmetric 1.40 1.415 0.0472 asymmetric 1.47 1.44 symmetric
1.61 1.441 0.0362 asymmetric 1.61 1.453 0.0613 asymmetric 1.61 1.50 asymmetric
1.79 1.576 0.0453 symmetric 1.79 1.779 0.0724 asymmetric 1.70 1.56 asymmetric
1.82 1.782 0.0544 shock at exit 1.96 1.818 0.1170 shock at exit 2.3 1.67 asymmetric
2.4 1.847 0.0673 Overexpanded 2.4 1.899 0.1237 uniform 2.4 1.69 symmetric
The results archived for Mach numbers for NAR 1.5 were closely validated with the com-
putational results obtained by Xiao, et al [2007] solved for ow separation of the supersonic
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nozzle, NAR 1.5 geometry conguration at low NPR [31].
Observing the data listed in Table 5.2, internal ow characteristics at lower NPRs in NAR
1.66 reaches symmetric ow separation conditions at low Mach numbers in comparison to
NAR 1.5. The Mach location (Mach.L), which is the distance from the throat to the nozzle
exit/plume opening to the highest Mach number measured from the throat, is summarised
against low NPRs (1.27 atm to 2.4 atm), for NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66. From the summarised
data in Table 5.2, higher Mach number values are achieved from increasing the divergent
angle at the divergent section of the nozzle. Internal nozzle ow separation, boundary layer
separation and Lambda shocks under adverse pressure gradients are presented in Figure 5.1 for
increasing NPRs. Figure 5.1 (c) for NAR 1.66, shows the Mach contours for a ow with low
NPRs at sea-level conditions. The ow separation due to shocks is clearly visible. The Lambda
shock wave is visible while a second Lambda shock is also visible further down stream (Figure
5.1(c)).
The size of the Lambda foot amplies to cause a bigger separation zones. The size of the
lambda foot inuences the size of the separation zone on the opposite wall. As NPR increases
from 1.27 to 1.76 (see Figure 5.1) (a) to (c), the separation zone moves from one wall to the
other (as shown in Figure 5.1 (a) to (c)). With the increase of NPR from 1.27 to 1.76, the
ow undergoes separation from asymmetric to symmetric before leaving the nozzle exit as
symmetric ow (NPR 1.79). The ow separation occurs in CD nozzles as a result of pressure
ratios been lower than at a design value, which generates shocks inside the nozzle. Noted by
Papamoschou, D. and Zill, A., [2004] the close proximity of the wall to the separation shear
layer has been cited as a possible reason [28]. Density drop across at the divergent section,
where the Lambda shocks and shock induced boundary layer separation occurs inside the nozzle
under low NPRs. Density Contours of the model, NAR 1.66 at NPR 1.27 and 1.40 are shown
in Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.
This transition from one wall to the other is due to the build up of turbulent kinetic energy
on the opposite wall, as the pressure increases. TKE for NAR 1.66 is shown in Figure 5.2.
TKE dissipation is observed highest when the nozzle's separation bubble is bigger, see Figures
5.1 (b) and 5.2 (b).
High sensitivity of the turbulence model, SST has captured the internal nozzle ow charac-
teristics such as, shock induced ow separation and Lambda shocks, which is thoroughly visible
from the case carried out at low NPRs for NAR 1.66, see Figure 5.1. The ow downstream
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Figure 5.1: Mach Contours : NAR 1.66 Nozzle ow separation and shock formation NPR: (a)
1.27 (b) 1.4 (c) 1.76.
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Figure 5.2: Turbulent Kinetic Energy (TKE) values NAR 1.66 NPR: (a) 1.27 (b) 1.4 (c) 1.76.
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Figure 5.3: Density contours, NAR 1.66, NPR 1.27
Figure 5.4: Density contours, NAR 1.66, NPR 1.40
Figure 5.5: Density contours, NAR 1.66, NPR 1.79
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Figure 5.6: Flow Separation and Lambda shocks, NAR 1.66, NPR 1.76
of the nozzle experiences asymmetric separation due to the boundary layer detachment from
the wall creating a Lambda foot shock wave which is followed by a second Lambda foot shock,
see Figure 5.6. Increase in an adverse pressure gradient near the walls inuence the ow to re-
verse which causes the ow separation along the boundary layer (nozzle walls) of the divergent
section of the nozzle.
Figure 5.7 shows the Mach number variation across the total horizontal nozzle length for
NPR 1.80, Model 1b (NAR 1.66) when the shock induced ow separation and Lambda shocks
are experienced by the symmetric type nozzles. The separation of the ow becomes symmetric
with small separation bubbles at both top and bottom walls, see Figure 5.6.
Mach number variation on dierent heights measured vertically upwards from the center
of the throat is displayed, see Figure 5.7. Mach contours for various distances measured
vertically, starting 1 mm to 11.5 mm at the nozzle throat across the total horizontal nozzle
length (horizontal distance X[m] - 150 mm to convergent section and 117 mm to the divergent
section of the nozzle) at NPR 1.80 is displayed in Figure 5.7. This is a ow phenomena under
similar pressure ratio condition, as shown in Figure 5.6. Mach contours measured at the vertical
heights 0.01 mm and 1 mm from the nozzle walls no signicant inuence by the shock variation
is visible, see Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. This is due to the vertical height of the Lambda foot
shock not reaching the total throat height. The rst drop of the Mach number value is due
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to the Lambda shock wave. The ow regains velocity and subsequently drops again due to
the formation of the second Lambda shock. The maximum Mach number is displayed for the
variation across 17.5 mm from the bottom of the nozzle wall.
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With the increase of the NPR to the symmetric model, the ow becomes Overexpanded
and the Oblique shock waves at the exit of the nozzle turns inward. This is caused when the
external free stream ow passing on the top and bottom walls at the end of the divergent
section of the nozzle is met at the exit with the internal shocks, as described in Section 2.2,
Chapter 2 which is visible in NAR 1.66 at NPR 2.1, see Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8: NAR 1.66 Overexpanded condition with Oblique shock waves formed at the nozzle
exit.
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5.1.2 Symmetric Nozzle Types : High NPRs
The NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.66 is tested under high NPRs, varying between 3.4 - 12.0 are presented
in this section. The ow is subjected to high NPRs to observe the ow characteristics at the
external jet plume region. In Table 5.3 is summarized against high NPRs (3.4 - 12.0), for NAR
1.5 and NAR 1.66.
The eect of the symmetric nozzle with dierent divergent area ratios are tested. In Table
5.3, it is evident that the nozzle type NAR 1.66, shows a signicant increase in the Mach number
when compared to nozzle type NAR 1.5, which is inuenced by having a larger divergent angle,
that is from 2.801 degrees to 3.89 degrees. The ow characteristics such as uniform ow and
Underexpansion ow conditions, for nozzle type NAR 1.66, were gained faster in comparison
to nozzle type NAR 1.5, see Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Mach Number against High NPR for NAR 1.5, 1.66 under sea-level
conditions
NAR 1.5 NAR 1.66 Flow Condition
NPR Mach No Mach No
5.5 1.8199 2.0801 Overexpanded
7.0 1.8275 2.0998 Uniform ow
10.0 2.0412 2.1042 Underexpanded
12.0 2.1689 2.1993 Underexpanded
Since the free stream speed surrounding the nozzle is set to 250 ms 1, the inuence of this
external nozzle ow is observed when the ow is highly Underexpanded.
Mach contours for the nozzle type NAR 1.5 at low and high NPRs are shown in Figure 5.9
and 5.10. When the NPR is increased from low to high values, the shocks propagation from
inside the nozzle to the jet plume regions is shown in the Figure 5.9 and 5.10. From the stage
of internal nozzle ow being asymmetric (ow separation, see Figure 5.9) to jet plume Mach
Shock Diamonds outside the nozzle are visible from low to high NPR increase, see Figure 5.10.
Internal ow characteristics (asymmetric ow separation) to Mach Diamond shocks in jet
plume region in a traditional CD nozzle as shown in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2, is visible in Mach
contour plots obtained from the simulation results, see Figures 5.9 and 5.10.
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Increasing the nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) from 1.27 to 2.4 for the traditional CD nozzle,
the unique ow phenomena starting of internal asymmetric ow separation to Overexpansion
of the nozzle under low NPRs, as described in Chapter 2 are shown in simulation results for
symmetric model NAR 1.5, see Figure 5.9. The ow being Overexpanded, with further increase
of NPR, ow regains speed under the inuence of the Overexpansion, and becomes uniform
ow known as ideal condition, and nally becomes Underexpanded which forms the shapes of
the Mach Shock Diamonds as described in Figure 2.2, Chapter 2, see Figure 5.10.
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5.1.3 Mach Contours: Symmetric model NAR 1.5: Low NPR
Figure 5.9: Mach contours: NAR 1.5, NPR: (a)1.2 (b)1.47 (c)1.79 (d)1.82 (e)2.3
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5.1.4 Mach Contours: Symmetric model NAR 1.5: High NPR
Figure 5.10: Mach contours : NAR 1.5, NPR: (a)4.0 (b)5.5 (c)7.0 (d)10.0 (e)12.0
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5.2 Asymmetric Models
5.2.1 NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21: Low NPRs
Asymmetric nozzle types, NAR 1.14 (Model 2) and NAR 1.21 (Model 3) are under medium
to low NPRs presented in this section. The range of the NPR chosen for this asymmetric
conguration are higher than of the symmetric types. Internal ow characteristics subjected
to geometry variations at the divergent section of the nozzle in comparison to the symmetric
nozzle types are compared.
It was observed, at NPRs varying from 2.4 - 3.4, the nozzle still remained choked and shocks
were still close to the nozzle throat. When the nozzle NPR is increased further, ow separation
with Lambda foot shock and second half Lambda foot shock is observed for asymmetric type
NAR 1.14 at NPR 4.4, which is shown in Figure 5.10.
Figure 5.11: Flow Separation with Lambda Shock formation for Model 2 (NAR 1.14), NPR
4.4.
Asymmetric type NAR 1.14 and type NAR 1.21 are compared under low-to-medium NPRs
for internal ow characteristics subjected to geometry variations at the divergent section of the
nozzle. When the nozzle is under low pressure ratio, ow separation with Lambda foot shock
and second half Lambda foot shock is observed for asymmetric types NAR 1.14 at NPR 5.0, as
shown in Figure 5.11. Introduction of the contraction angle has an inuence towards the size
of the foot of the Lambda shocks.
The Lambda foot shock was not visible in nozzle type NAR 1.21 as shown in Figure 5.12. For
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medium to high NPRs, ow separation and internal shocks will not be formed for this geometry
shape, hence exhaust ow with less energy loss in thrust can be obtained. The NAR 1.21, with
an angle variation to top and bottom walls, generates a dierent shock pattern internally at the
divergent section of the nozzle reducing the Mach number value in comparison to traditional
CD nozzle under same NPR. The inuence of change in geometry at the divergent section of the
Figure 5.12: Shock formation inside the nozzle for NPR 5.0, Model 3 (NAR 1.21).
nozzle when an angle variation is added to the traditional CD nozzle can be observed between
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12. When the two asymmetric geometry shapes are compared, the
nozzle type NAR 1.21 has high Mach values at the divergent section of the nozzle, and no
ow separation is experienced internally. At NPR 5.0, nozzle type NAR 1.21 generates shocks
internally, which is not visible in the traditional CD nozzle or asymmetric type NAR 1.14.
As presented in see Table 5.4. Further, among the Mach number values obtained for the
asymmetric nozzle types, the asymmetric nozzle types displayed lower Mach number values in
comparison to symmetric nozzle types at low NPRs.
Table 5.4: Mach numbers for Models: NAR 1.5, NAR 1.66 at NPR 3.4 and NAR
1.14, NAR 1.21 at NPR 4.4
NPR Model 1a Model 1b Model 2 Model 3
(NAR 1.5) (NAR 1.66) (NAR 1.14) (NAR 1.21)
3.4 1.8066 1.998 1.5767 1.7577
Overexpanded ow Overexpanded ow Asymmetric separation unknown
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5.2.2 NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21: High NPRs
During the second segment of the investigation, the asymmetric nozzle types, Model 2 (NAR
1.14) and Model 3 (NAR 1.21) were investigated under high NPRs (4.0 - 12.0). The two
asymmetric models were tested for the highly Underexpanded condition and compared with
the symmetric models. As described in Section 1.1, in Chapter 1, the divergent angle at the
nozzle throat for both asymmetric models is set to 2.801 degrees while the modifying the
contraction angles at the divergent walls downstream.
The Mach number values for NPR 5.5 - 12.0 are listed in Table 5.5. As described in Chapter
2, the nozzle type NAR 1.14 has a bigger contraction angle (29.64 degrees) in comparison to
nozzle type NAR 1.21, where contraction angles of 15 and 8 degrees on the upper walls at the
divergent section of the nozzle. The Mach number values for nozzle type, NAR 1.21 are lesser
than of nozzle type NAR 1.14. However, relatively closer Mach number values to nozzle type
NAR 1.14 can be achieved with a small contraction angle that of the nozzle type NAR 1.21.
Table 5.5: Mach numbers for NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21, at sea-level (1 atm) condi-
tions.
NPR Model 2 Location of the shocks Model 3 Location of the shocks
4.4 1.5015 Overexpanded 1.7331 Shocks at nozzle
5.5 1.5605 Overexpanded 1.7451 Shocks at nozzle
7.0 1.7593 Overexpanded 1.8760 Shocks at nozzle
10 2.1123 Underexpanded 2.0096 Underexpanded
12 2.3044 Underexpanded 2.0998 Underexpanded
With NAR being lower in both asymmetric models NAR: 1.14 and 1.21 in comparison to
Model 1a and Model 1b, the Mach numbers for the high NPRs range shows an lower in Mach
number value for NAR 1.21 and higher for NAR 1.14. These Mach number values can be
compared to results of the symmetric models listed in Table 5.3. Shock formation at the jet
plume region at highly Underexpanded condition for symmetric type, NAR 1.5 is compared
with symmetric types NAR 1.14 and type NAR 1.21. The asymmetric nozzle type, NAR 1.21
generates dierent types of Mach shock congurations that of a traditional CD nozzle under
highly Underexpanded conditions.
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5.3 Contour Plots - Asymmetric models
5.3.1 Mach Contour plots for NAR 1.14 - high NPRs
Mach contours for the Model 2 (NAR 1.14) at high NPRs at NPR 5.5 - 12.0 is shown in Figure
5.13 to 5.14.
The shock waves become more enlarged as the nozzle pressure is increased (for a given
distance in the jet plume region). As the NPR increases, the amount of Mach Diamonds
formed within a given distance of the jet plume decreases. This could be due to the dierence
of the ambient pressure, free stream velocity over the nozzle and the nozzle NPR. The size of
the Mach disks and the free jet boundary tend to increase with the increase of NPR see Figures
5.13 to 5.14.
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5.3.2 Mach Contour plots for NAR 1.21 - high NPRs
Mach contours for the nozzle type NAR 1.21 at high NPRs are shown in Figure 5.15 to 5.16.
In comparison to nozzle type NAR 1.14, signicant dierences can be seen internally and
downstream of the nozzle of the nozzle type NAR 1.21. Since the angle variation is added to
both top and bottom walls of the nozzle, the exhaust ow at the exit of the nozzle deects
away from the axial line. All models decrease the number of Mach Shocks Diamonds per given
distance as the NPR increases. The shape of the Mach Shock Diamonds in nozzle type, NAR
1.21 is dierent compared to the other three Models NAR 1.5, NAR 1.66 and NAR 1.14.
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5.3.3 Density Contours for NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21
Density contours for asymmetric models, NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21 for Underexpanded condition
at NPR 10.0 is shown in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Density contours : NAR 1.14 (top) and NAR 1.21 (bottom) at NPR 10.0
5.3.4 TKE Contours for NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21
The relevant TKE energies for the jet plume regions are displayed in, Figures 5.18. These
gures compare the energy dissipation in two asymmetric models: Model 2 (NAR 1.14) and
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Model 3 (NAR 1.21) at NPR 12.0 to analyze the amount of energy dissipation and the location
of dissipation. TKE (production, transport and dissipation) which can be produced by uid
shear, friction and is transferred down the turbulence energy cascade, is dissipated by viscous
forces at the Kolmogorov scale [11]. As shown in nozzle type NAR 1.21, the kinetic energy
build-up and spreads on a bigger region along bottom of the jet plume channel.
Figure 5.18: TKE contours : NAR 1.14 (top) and NAR 1.21 (bottom) at NPR 12.0
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5.4 Contour Plots: NAR 1.5, NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21
- low NPRs
5.4.1 Mach Contours - across horizontal nozzle length
The eects of the Mach number (see Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21) for the three models :
symmetric Model 1a (NAR 1.5), asymmetric Model 2 (NAR 1.14) and Model 3 (NAR 1.21),
subjected to low NPR is plotted as having same divergent angle of 2.801 degrees at the throat.
The Mach contour variations plots for NPR 3.4 are shown in Figures 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21.
Contour lines across the vertical height along the divergent cross-section of the nozzle is
plotted to observe the variation Mach values under low NPRs. These contour lines starting at
the bottom wall from 0.25 mm to the top wall at 22.85 mm, through inlet of the convergent to
the divergent outlet of the nozzle. The separation location occurs at a shorter distance from
the throat in NAR 1.14 compared to NAR 1.5 and NAR 1.21 for the given NPR 4.4. Since the
value of the Mach number for the given NPR is lower in two asymmetric models than of the
symmetric type NAR 1.5, the Mach number drop close to zero in NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21 at
the vicinity of the bottom wall, across the separation zone.
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5.4.2 Pressure Contours - across horizontal nozzle length
The eect of pressure (see Figures 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24) for the three models : symmetric Model
1a (NAR 1.5), asymmetric Model 2 (NAR 1.14) and Model 3 (NAR 1.21), subjected to low
NPR is plotted as having the same divergent angle of 2.801 degrees at the throat.
The contour plots for NPR 3.4 for pressure variations are shown in Figures 5.22, 5.23 and
5.24.
The plots shown in Figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.24 are for pressure contour variations for NPR 3.4.
Contour lines across the vertical height along the divergent cross section of the nozzle is plotted
to observe the variation pressure variations under low NPRs. These contour lines start at the
bottom wall from 0.25 mm to the top wall at 22.85 mm, through inlet of the convergent to the
divergent outlet of the nozzle. Since the pressure drop for the given NPR is higher across the
shock and separation in the asymmetric nozzle type NAR 1.21, compared with types NAR 1.5
and NAR 1.14. The pressure re-gains after the separation and shocks for type NAR 1.14 is
higher. Pressure re-gains near the bottom wall for Model 3 (NAR 1.21) before dropping down
again at the second shock at the divergent exit.
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5.4.3 TKE Contours - across horizontal nozzle length
The eect of the Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) (see Figure 5.25, 5.26 and 5.25) for the three
models : symmetric Model 1a (NAR 1.5), asymmetric Model 2 (NAR 1.14) and Model 3 (NAR
1.21), subjected to low NPR is plotted as having same divergent angle of 2.801 degrees at the
throat.
The plots shown in Figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.24 are for TKE dissipations for NPR 3.4 for
symmetric type and NPR 5.5 for asymmetric types. Contour lines across the vertical height
along the divergent cross-section of the nozzle are plotted to observe the energy dissipation
(negative rate of change in kinetic energy) under low NPRs. These contour lines start at the
bottom wall from 0.25 mm to the top wall at 22.85 mm, through inlet of the convergent to the
divergent outlet of the nozzle.
A signicant variance is observed in TKE dissipation within the three models. For the
given NPR, higher dissipation is visible on the top walls for NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21, and
on the bottom wall in NAR 1.5. Physically, energy is dissipated because of the work done by
the uctuating viscous stresses in resisting deformation of the uid material by the uctuating
strain rates [11].
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5.5 Steering Thrust and Deection Angle - Asymmetric
Models
The jet deection is an important factor used in nozzle ow analysis, since the angle of de-
ection of the ow signicantly contribute towards the device's direction of motion. Since the
introduction of the contraction angles to the divergent section of the symmetric nozzle, it was
the prime interest of this projet to observe the inuence of the contraction angles towards to
jet deection. The steering thrust (kN) and plume jet deection (degrees) at the exit of the
divergent section was calculated for NPR 5.5 and NPR 10.0.
The Mach contour plots obtained for the highly Underexpanded condition, displayed these
mach shocks been diverted away from the center axial line. Varying the divergent section of the
nozzle and with the inuence of the increasing NPR, we observed the increase of the vectored
ow path in respect tot he axial line. In comparison with the nozzle type NAR 1.21, the Mach
contour values are slightly less than of type NAR 1.14, see Table 5.6. The ow is signicantly
oset in the desired direction and is considerably dierent from the traditional Mach Diamond
shock patterns. The steering thrust calculations used for nozzle type NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21
Table 5.6: Steering Thrust comparison for asymmetric models: Geometrical cong-
uration of F/A-18 [13] with nozzle types NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21.
Model type Mach No NPR Force (kN) Jet deection angle (degrees
F/A-18 [13] N/A 2.0 63.92 20.607
F/A-18 [13] N/A 6.0 65.50 15.821
Model 2 (NAR 1.14) 1.5706 5.5 30.69 11.05
Model 3 (NAR 1.21) 1.7585 5.5 38.32 10.85
Model 2 (NAR 1.14) 2.1998 10.0 82.25 16.33
Model 3 (NAR 1.21) 2.3044 10.0 79.96 14.48
are presented in Section 4.5 in Chapter 4. The deection jet angle has similar values for both
Models for NPR 12, while the NPR 5.5 of NAR 1.14 has higher deection angles compared
to NAR 1.21. In NAR 1.21 with a smaller divergent variation (8 degrees bottom wall) similar
deections were achieved.
The results listed in Table 5.6 closely measure with the experimental and computation re-
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sults obtained for jet deection angles [13]. The studies conducted for the F/A-18 conguration
vehicle with deection vanes [13] closely measure with results investigated during this research.
In comparison to geometrical conguration of F/A-18 with deection vanes studied [13],
for jet deection turning angles (exhaust plume turning eectiveness), the asymmetric nozzle
geometrical conguration in this study have performed with lower contraction angles (divergent
section) oering similar plume deection angles. It was noticed the NPRs of this study in
comparison to geometrical conguration of F/A-18 with deection vanes was lower for a given
NPR.
Some results obtained from the ground based investigation carried out for geometrical
conguration F/A-18 symmetric conguration vehicle, in comparison to simulation results
obtained for nozzle types NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21 at NPR 5.5 and NPR 10.0.
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Conclusion
6.1 Summary of the Research
6.1.1 Contributions to the Original Work
This research focused on making modications to the design of the nozzle (divergent sec-
tion) that improved the performance characteristics of the convergent divergent (CD) nozzle.
Through this research, the asymmetry introduced to the conservative CD model at the diver-
gent section of the nozzle is novel and expands on existing investigations related to nozzle ow
analysis.
The modications of the design of the device is mainly focused on the two asymmetric
models, where the contraction angles was added to the divergent section at the nozzle walls.
The asymmetry introduced to nozzle type, NAR 1.14 with two contraction angles at the bottom
wall and the nozzle type, NAR 1.21 with two contraction angle variations to both top and
bottom walls, while retaining the same divergent angle at the throat of all nozzle cases. The
asymmetry introduced to the divergent section of the nozzle is original to previously conducted
numerical and experimental studies carried out in this area to the best of the authors knowledge.
Some additional parameters (initial and boundary conditions) were introduced to the model,
at the simulation stage of the project contributing to the original work. These parameters
(initial and boundary conditions) accommodated the eects around the nozzle such as the free
stream velocity which passes around the nozzle to visualise the free stream uid immersing
with the Mach shock Diamonds emerging at the exit of the nozzle and shock interaction
with the external atmospheric. The numerical parameter set-up on previous studies do not
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accommodate this eect of external ow speeds on the ow down stream specially on the
jet plume regions. Further, the nozzle was tested under high NPRs, to understand the shocks
patterns (jet plume region) when the exiting internal ows (at the end of the divergent section)
are immersed with the free stream ows at supersonic speeds.
The nozzles internal ow phenomenons, Lambda shocks and Shock Induced Flow Separation
(SIFS) were compared using variables such as Mach number, pressure and turbulent kinetic
energy variations between the asymmetric models and traditional symmetric model under low
NPRs.
Further the jet plume shock patters and jet plume deections and thrust at the nozzle exit
were compared with the asymmetric models. The impact of introducing contraction angles to
divergent sections of the nozzle on the jet plume region was also investigated.
6.1.2 Research Achievements
This research demonstrated that, varying the divergent section of the nozzle results in an
increase in the Mach number which inuence the thrust generated at the nozzle outlet. Further,
this study also veries the signicance of the geometry variation towards the deection angle
of the jet ow.
Nozzle under Low NPRs
Corresponding to the nozzle performance with geometry variation (asymmetry model type
NAR 1.21) added to both top and bottom walls, no internal boundary layer separation was
observed. Under low NPRs, separation bubbles (zones) were generated due to increase in
adverse pressure gradients creating reverse ow eects.
This phenomena of ow separation is likely to be observed in a traditional convergent
divergent nozzle under low NPRs; however, was not visible for the geometry of the asymmetric
model with contraction angles introduced to both walls in nozzle type, NAR 1.21. Hence,
internal shock formation in asymmetric nozzles produces a dierent ow patterns inside the
divergent section of the nozzle to that produced by the traditional convergent divergent nozzle
under low NPRs. Lowest internal Mach number values at asymmetric type, NAR 1.21 is
observed among the remaining model types, where no internal separation along the nozzle
walls is seen.
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Nozzle under High NPRs
The net steering force of the nozzle with geometry variation (asymmetry type NAR 1.21) to
both top and bottom walls at higher NPRs was lesser than that of the nozzle with geometry
variation (asymmetry type NAR 1.14) to the bottom wall only. However, the jet plume de-
ection angles of both asymmetric nozzles produced closely similar angles same at high NPRs.
The nozzle type, NAR 1.14 with a relatively small contraction angle produced in higher ex-
haust speeds and deection angles compared to nozzle type NAR 1.14 for highly Underexpanded
condition.
The introduction of the contraction angles to the divergent section of the nozzle is unique
and has demonstrated some distinct results which were previously not investigated under high
NPRs. These results including Mach Diamond shock patterns at the jet plume region previously
unseen for higher NPRs.
6.1.3 Signicance of the Achievement
We can modify the divergent section of the nozzle by adding a small contraction angle to the
walls, and this can signicantly improve the net thrust produced at the outlet of the nozzle
and the direction of the ow path.
The ow is signicantly oset in the desired direction and is considerably dierent from
the Mach Diamond shock patterns observed at traditional CD nozzles.
Further, modications added to the divergent section of the nozzle could be implemented
to enhance other possible ow phenomena. These modications would increase the thrust and
ow path directions, while impeding ow phenomenons such as Shock Induced Boundary Layer
Separations (SIBLS) at the boundary layer, thus reducing the uctuating pressure loads acting
on the walls.
6.2 Further Work
A possible suggestion for future is the application of future high speed nozzles, such as nozzles
used in supersonic missiles. The geometry variation added on both top and bottom walls may
enhance the exhausting gas to vector the net thrust in desired parabolic trajectories.
The geometry variation added in asymmetric type, NAR 1.21 could be implemented to
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direct the exhaust ow to the desired path in a jet nozzle during sharp turns.
Since no ow separation was observed at low NPRs on the asymmetric type, NAR 1.21,
where the contraction angels introduced to both top and bottom walls, this asymmetric ge-
ometry type could be further studies numerically and experientially to reduce further internal
Shock Induced Flow Separations (SIFL) in internal nozzle ows.
The possibility of alternating the jet ow up or down wards at higher NPR could be tested.
Such vectoring added to the trajectory could be implemented in long range weapon vehicles or
other form of high speed nozzles.
Testing with further variations in the divergent sections, may improve the jet plume deec-
tion capabilities in future supersonic nozzle devices.
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Appendix I
Y plus plots along nozzle walls for NAR 1.5, NAR1.66, NAR 1.14 and NAR 1.21
Figure 7.1: Y plus values along the nozzle walls of NAR 1.5, NPR 1.79, 10, 12.
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Figure 7.2: Y plus values along the nozzle walls of NAR 1.66, NPR 1.79, 10.
Figure 7.3: Y plus values along the nozzle walls of NAR 1.14, NPR 5.5, 12.
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Figure 7.4: Y plus values along the nozzle walls of NAR 1.21, NPR 5.5 and 12.
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